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The President’s Page
I

don’t know if you’ve been picking up on it, but I’ve noticed
what appears to be an increased amount of kiting in mass media over the past two or three years. Experienced and enthusiastic fliers are taking kiting to national television in multiple
rounds of America’s Got Talent and a Starbucks commercial,
Spence Watson’s indoor video just reached over one million
views on YouTube in just nine weeks, and all the while we’re
seeing kites popping up in hospital logos and themes of other
non-profit organizations, just to name a few instances. All
of which I’d like to believe are subtle signs.... The American
lifestyle of camping, nationwide travel, outdoor sports and activities have taken a big hit over the past decade and I believe
we’re seeing a desire for a return to those common values with
folks seeking out more healthy and deeply fulfilling pastimes,
including kiteflying.
What does this mean for us? Same as
it ever did, really — we know the secret —
kites are amazing! So we keep doing what
we do, having lots of fun, flying, building
and sharing the joys of kiting whenever possible, encouraging a healthy lifestyle and
looking for opportunities still on the horizon,
all the while supported by a greater ability
to communicate and share than we’ve ever
had before.
The main obstacle, as I see it, is essentially “rebranding” kites to a large enough
body of people so they are no longer limited
by the sticks and newspaper, kite-eating tree
and Ben Franklin stereotypes that seem to
be so ingrained into the American psyche.
Remember the “Got Milk” campaign?
Kiting is way cooler than milk; it can be
sexy, exciting, relaxing, educational, whatever you can make of it. The trick is getting
new imagery into the minds of the masses,
and it’s happening in surprising ways as we
speak.
Here’s a quick summary of what’s been happening within
the AKA recently...
Your support is amazing! Our renewed online raffles have
already raised over $3000 in proceeds over the past two
months. Our deepest thanks to all the folks who purchased
tickets, as well as to Prism Kites and Premier Kites for their
generous prize donations in March and April. Check out the AKA
website for this months goodies and e-mail waysandmeans@
aka.kite.org if you have any problems buying tickets. You’ll
be thrilled to know that the prize box is far from empty. Keep
checking www.tinyurl.com/aka-raffles for new kites and accessories of all types every month!
Anyone can browse the AKA Facebook page without needing an account. There is still a running stream of kite information, videos, photos, historical notes, news! http://facebook.
com/akasocial
Our 37th annual meeting will be held in Seaside, Oregon,
on October 8-13 (Tuesday-Sunday) and we expect it to be
one of our finest ever. A meeting of old and new fliers alike,
this is a unique opportunity to learn in the various workshops
(kitemaking and learn-to-fly) with master instructors on hand
to share valuable experience, sport kite competitors will be
duking it out for national championships, and all the while at-
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tendees will be enjoying non-competitive activities like mass
ascensions, social functions, and so much more. Be sure to find
full convention information elsewhere in this issue!
Once a year, a kiter’s treasure trove! Every year, our annual Great Kite Auction at the Convention is a key part of our
fundraising efforts and the organization relies on the generous donations of kitefliers, clubs, stores and manufacturers
in the kiting community. The folks at the convention always
have an appreciation for handmade items, classic and modern
kites, you name it, we can find a happy home for it and surely
appreciate the donations! For the hardcore collectors, there
may also be online bidding available for the auction. http://
tinyurl.com/aka-auction
Every year, AKA members submit nominations for the highest awards our organization has to offer, recognizing significant
contributions to the AKA and kiting in general.
The deadline is September 15, and your 2013
nominations for Steve Edeiken Kiteflier of the
Year (lifetime contribution to kiting), Robert
Ingraham Volunteer of the Year (volunteerism
toward the AKA) and Lee Toy Kite Artist of
the Year (outstanding kitemaker artistry and
inspiration) can be sent directly to president@
aka.kite.org or to “ATTN: AKA Annual Awards”
via our PO Box in Portland (listed in every issue
of Kiting). Visit http://tinyurl.com/aka-awards
for award criteria and past nomination letters.
We’re painfully aware that our website’s
current members area isn’t always behaving
correctly. Our esteemed Executive Director (Mel
Hickman) and AKA Webmaster (John Gillespie)
are doing their best to sort out their share of
login and renewal issues for members while a
long-term solution is implemented. You will be
pleased to know that a totally new members
area is being developed for the website and
we’re hoping to have it ready for everyone
within the next few months if all goes smoothly.
It is in motion and we’re confident you’ll be pleased with the
end result.
The Board met on April 17 and unanimously voted to
add Indoor Single Line Ballet as a new competition category
available to event organizers (effective August 1). Indoor
competition has its own committee made up of Ann Vondriska
(Midwest conference), Scott Davis (Northwest), Pauly Berard
(Northeast), Jeff King (Southeast), John Farrell (Central) and
Francisco Navarro (Pacific). Be sure to let your local organizers
know if you’d like to see this category in your area, or consider
getting involved by organizing an event.
That’s all I have to offer for the moment but while the AKA
continues to serve as a vehicle and repository for kite education and supportive resources, it’s all about the kites and sharing the sense of nourishment we all feel while flying or creating. I probably confuse the heck out of some people, because I
tell EVERYONE that I fly kites: the cashiers at my local market,
customer service agents on the phone, you name it, I’m pretty
shameless because I want everyone to know how liberating a
little kite flying can be.
I hope to share airspace with you very soon. Let’s fly!

John Barresi

Pauly Berard

Smithsonian
Indoor Fly
Washington, DC
March 23, 2013
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Co-conspirators attack the Farker.
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Animating The Sky
by Phil Broder

H

Tyrus Wong’s emigration photo , and his drawing of the ship he and his father left China on.
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Picasso’s, at the Chicago Art Institute. Tyrus’
first job after graduating that year was to
paint a bra for a brassiere ad that would
appear on the side of building on Hollywood
Boulevard. Because Tyrus didn’t know what a
bra was, his employer had his secretary model
one over her clothes. For years, Tyrus thought
a bra was some kind of “chest warmer.” He
soon got a job for the Federal Arts Project,
part of Roosevelt’s New Deal, creating lithographs and murals for $94 a month. Tyrus and
other starving artists eventually opened the
Dragon’s Den, a trendy L.A. restaurant that
catered to many Hollywood stars. It was there
that he met his future wife, Ruth.
		 In 1938, he managed to land a job as an
“in-betweener” for Walt Disney. He hated the
tedious work, making thousands of drawings of
Mickey Mouse. But when he heard that Disney

Sara J. Boyer

Sara J. Boyer

Brushstrokes Films

e’s a little slower these days, more likely to sit in
his chair. His daughter helps fly his kites. But he’s
still sharp and funny. There’s always a smile and a
wink in his eye. As he nears his 103rd birthday, Tyrus
Wong isn’t ready to call it quits.
Pamela Tom, a fifth generation Chinese-American, learned about Wong accidentally. Watching the
classic Disney film Bambi with her daughter, at the
end of the movie she saw a short clip about the artists who helped make it. Surprised to see a Chinese
face in 1930s Hollywood, her research into Wong
began.
“I learned about all the different aspects of
Tyrus Wong’s life,” said the documentary film producer, who is just beginning to learn about the kite
world. “My interest is in art, and as a filmmaker.”
Her interest led her to create Tyrus Wong: Brushstrokes in Hollywood, a feature-length film set to
release this summer.
Tyrus Wong was born in 1910, into a China rife
with poverty, civil war, and economic turmoil. In
1920, shortly before Sun Yat-sen and Chiang Kaishek created China’s Communist Party, nine-year-old
Tyrus and his father fled the country. Tyrus’ mother
and sister were left behind; he would never see his
mother again, and only met his sister again years
later. The Wongs spent time on California’s Angel
Island, the “Ellis Island of the West”, held up with
other immigrants by the Chinese Exclusion Act,
before finally entering America and moving first to
Sacramento, then Los Angeles.
In Depression-era L.A., a Chinese immigrant
could expect to have a career as either a laundryman or in a restaurant. But Tyrus showed a knack
for art — his father made him practice painting
Chinese characters every day — and his teachers
helped him get a scholarship to an art school, where
he studied and worked as a janitor. In 1932 his work
was included in a group exhibition, alongside Pablo

would be making a movie about
animals in the woods, he did some
sketches of a deer in the forest
and showed them to his boss, who
showed them to Walt himself.
The movie, of course, was
Bambi, and Wong was responsible
for its distinctive ink wash backgrounds and lush pastels. Released
during World War II, Bambi received
mixed reviews from critics and actually lost money. Today, however,
the American Film Institute ranks
it as the #3 animated film of all
time, behind only Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs and Pinocchio. In
2001, Tyrus Wong would be named
a Disney Legend. But soon after the
1941 animators’ strike, Tyrus left
Disney.
Tyrus explains the finer points of kiteHis art career continued,
making to filmmaker Pamela Tom.
working for Hallmark creating
greeting cards. He got back into
films, at Warner Brothers, working on movies like Rebel Without A Cause, How The West Was Won, Sands of Iwo Jima, PT 109,
The Wild Bunch, and many a John Wayne western. He finally retired in 1968.
Tyrus Wong’s list of film credits on the usually comprehensive Internet Movie Database (IMDB)
is surprisingly short, though. Pamela Tom explains
that artists in that era rarely received credit. She
had to go through his old paystubs to figure out
which films he’d been involved with.
Tyrus did what many retirees do: he took up
fishing. But Pamela explains, “The problem with
fishing was that he didn’t like always looking down.
With kiteflying, he liked looking up.” With the help
of books from the library, Tyrus taught himself the
ancient art of Chinese kitemaking. Working with
traditional materials like bamboo, he built birds,
centipedes, and butterflies. His painted artwork
graces each
kite, but Pamela
notes that he’s
really more
interested in the
structural design
of kites. “He’s
always saying,
‘I hope this goes A Tyrus Wong conceptual sketch for Bambi.
up,’ because he
doesn’t really know if his designs will fly.”
As with all good kitemakers, Tyrus’ house is slowly losing the battle to contain his passion. His kites have spilled out of his studio, and he now works at his kitchen table. On the
fourth Saturday of the month, the Wong family heads to the Santa Monica Pier, spending the
day flying his kites. He’s never satisfied to fly just one; he has to animate the sky with flocks of
swallows or 100-section centipedes. Tyrus has never sold his kites. A few have been donated to
museums, and many more will be displayed this fall in an exhibition at the Walt Disney Family
Museum in San Francisco.
Few kitefliers can claim a life story as amazing as Tyrus Wong’s. Imagine the strength it
took to abandon his mother and sister, sail across the Pacific, and make a new life in a foreign
land. Think about the courage it took to succeed as one of only two Chinese employees at
the Walt Disney Company, in a business dominated by white faces. And then a 30-year career
alongside some of cinema’s brightest stars. But his life story isn’t nearly over yet. As Pamela
Tom’s film gets ready to come to the silver screen this summer, Tyrus has taken on a new pastime: the AKA’s oldest member is now trying to train the goldfish in his backyard pond. k
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U-MAKE Magic

by Whitney Richardson
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Donna Hou

’d been looking forward to the Upper Midwest
Area Kitemaking Event (or U-MAKE) for months,
my very first “real” kite event amongst other
kitemakers, ones that I’ve looked up to from
afar over the last year. By “real” I intend to
signify a sense of thorough interest in kitemaking, evidenced by commitment. In my everyday Randy Larkey
with his
world, making kites is most often perceived as Charm Lindner
Donna Schenk
owl.
“niche” and “charming.” In the kite world,
Denise Lamm
their symbolism is exonerated and personified.
U-MAKE marked my first experience as part of
an assembly of kitemakers who live with kites
as an extension of the self. Kites offer a new
perspective, a tool for living in the moment.
Kiting is a way of life.
Along the drive to the retreat, the distance
between cars and buildings grew, open lands and
skies sprawled before me, making way for the
weekend and leading the way toward the forest
where kitemakers meet, where eagles and hawks
fly and cell phones cease to function. Northern
works on a
Illinois University’s Lorado Taft Campus became
Ryan Larkey
.
ins miniature
Kitemakers Point for the weekend. Prior to the
Donna Houch
event, organizer Linda Larkey invited me to speak
about the Kite Collective’s Kite Machine Project on our first night. “You’re just talking to a group of friends you haven’t
met yet,” she said, soothing my nerves. As planned, I spoke about our efforts to reconnect to the environment, community and
the self through kites. I shared our first year’s experience at Rockaway and a video on the kitemaking process for our first year’s
miniature Bermudas.
Waves of support washed through the rest of the weekend, taking many forms. Bill Lamm shared, “Some of my favorite projects are ones that give new life to old things.” Creation, facilitation of and value in process and transformation seemed to me a
shared value among the attendees. With every vote of confidence, I felt some sort of rootedness take hold. The genuineness and
kindness of this group were as palpable as the rolling wit. Denise Lamm, artist and educator, resonated immediately with her
distaste for the sewing machine, which she stays away from. “There are things our bodies are naturally drawn to,” she shared,
and alternately, repulsed by.
After speaking, I stuck around to make miniature kites with Barbara Meyer for the AKA, using paper and tinsel, to give to
kids in the hospital. Another common practice of kiters seemed to be spreading joy and hope. I got to watch Denise make her
first kite that night. The evidence of efforts to create a brighter world was everywhere, flying in front of me from a kite wand. A
common lens was discovered. We know the benefits of looking up.
Saturday morning rolled around bringing with it Donna Houchins’ miniature class, a.k.a. “principles of controlling the bleeding.” The bulk of time was mainly focused on playing with art techniques for combining the use of certain materials, in this case,
sharpies and tissue. Before long, you got around to feeling the legacy of the kite community. The idea to use paint bristles for
the miniature kite spines came from master miniature builder Charlie Sotich, a force many in these rooms have learned from. It
was fun to see what colors each student chose to express themselves in their first kite of the day and watch them all run together as they flew through the room.
Barbara Meyer’s Cloudseeker class followed. The design was chosen as it is forgiving of mild, common construction flaws
(thankfully). As we hemmed, my poor machine
hawed. Big thanks to my neighbor, Jim OverEd Grys
mann, who kept helping-helping-helping me
Linda Larkey
with my machine while still somehow managing to make progress with his own kite. While
my Cloudseeker is still a work in progress, I
wouldn’t have been able to finish hemming
without the saving grace of everyone in the
room. As the Cloudseeker hours passed, JP Honeywell, kite photographer, echoed one of my
favorite sentiments, “You don’t have to believe
every thought that comes into your head.”
Hums of Pink Floyd puttered in the background
as my machine softly rode off course again.
Summer 2013 | Kiting
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Perhaps his thought spared me from tossing my machine into
the river.
Ron Lindner, who has been making kites for over 28 years,
shared with me his best kitemaking tip: patience. Maintaining
calm in adversity felt natural in this environment and allowed
room for a lot of story-sharing. Throughout the weekend came
stories of love, family, heartache and mending. I asked Ron to
regale me with a kite story. His response: “To ask for one story
is impossible because kiteflying has taken us all over the country. We have met people from all over the world and include
in our list of friends people from all over the world. Each and
every one has a story. Ours is a continuing story that we will
continue to add to for years to come.”
For the first 24 hours of the event, ribbons of raffle tickets
floated to and fro. I flitted around the raffle tables like a pair
of overwound chattering teeth, lit up by the generous amount
of donations and wonderful options to choose from. I would
like one of everything, please, I thought, gently imagining my
future life full of new kite books and fighter kites and enormous rokkakus. Ken Wilkowski noticed. “You sure look excited
to be here!” I’d been found out. I resumed spin-spin-spinning
around the room contemplating and swooning surrounded by
most everyone
else doing the
same.
After the
raffle was said
and done, I
walked away
with my very
first fighter
kite, a Szilagi
fighter, and
my most
sought after
item. It must
have felt how
much I wanted
it and made a
deal with the
raffle gods to
make me its
master. Ken
led me to
Pam Hodges
to learn how
to fly it,
and I made
a wonderful
new friend. On flying the fighter, Pam said, “When it looks like
it’s coming down, let go.” This advice sounded familiar and
equally valuable to life outside of kites.
Starting on Saturday morning, Simon Craft’s Garuda class
had workshop-goers sewing ‘round the clock into the wee
hours of the morning. With over 36 pieces to assemble, it
was a real pleasure watching all the participants in pursuit of
their finished kites. After solid legwork, more than a handful completed their Garuda kites by weekend’s end, allowing
us to marvel in their craftsmanship. Oh, the planning to look
forward to on the road to kitemaking mastery. One day I might
have skills (walk before you run) and the patience to tackle
a project of such magnitude, and being in close proximity to
minds able to resign themselves to a weekend project of this
magnitude helped oil the wheels of possibility.
10 Kiting | Summer 2013

Come Sunday morning, it was time to make Vietnamese
Fighter kites with Charm Lindner... and charm is something
she’s full of. We sweetly folded and pressed our tissue and
summoned our windpipes to steam and bend the wooden bows
into submission. In true Whitney fashion, I encountered some
bumps in the road and snapped my first and second bows like
wishbones (I made a wish for my third bow to be my last).
After the song and dance, another kite was complete, and I
had assembled my first fighter kite! Albeit a little kooky and
crooked in appearance, it somehow came out quite balanced
and took to the wind like the little engine that could.
Linda Larkey’s 4’ banner workshop, intended for beginning “appliqué-ers”, completed by experience at U-Make. As it
turns out, kiters talk (and have each other’s backs), and Linda
received a tip that my machine was not behaving. She had a
machine ready and waiting for me when I arrived that allowed
me to cast off my sewing machine woes and start fresh. It’s
amazing how fast and able I felt with a clear-headed machine!
We each decided what shapes and patterns we wanted on
our banner and utilized the appliqué technique accordingly.
Everyone’s appliqué was unique and turned out to be pretty
adorable. We really took away the ability to apply appliqué
technique to
execute our
own visions
and design.
U-MAKE
operated
like a home
and a family.
The classes
and projects
covered all
skill levels.
There were
opportunities
to share and
grow throughout the
weekend. It
was a terrific
arrangement,
benefiting
from interacting with a
whole slew of
others from
a wide range
of experience
and backgrounds, from very left-brained to right-brained fields
with a common thread in kites and community.
U-MAKE is a place where kites are the fruit of camaraderie. There’s something about kiting that draws us together,
dovetailing our aspirations and unique visceral experiences to
the creative and analytical process of a kite’s design, construction and its physical engagement in flight. The mere existence
of U-MAKE signals hope and a special connection to the world
around us, a common respect and admiration for each other.
For me, U-MAKE marked a new beginning, that is, an
opening, fortifying a crucible of kitemakers ready to ride the
tailwinds of life. The best part is, I got to take a bit of the
dreamhouse U-MAKE built home with me, in the form of new
kites, thoughts, stories, connections, memories and lofty
thoughts to the windy city. k

Soaring Hearts

by Carlos Simoes

L

ast summer in Dieppe New Brunswick, Lucy Jonkman and
Kerry St. Dennis got a chance to meet Rene Maier, a kite
builder from Baretswil, Switzerland. Kerry and Lucy were
fascinated with Rene’s new heart kite. They had spotted it
several times on Facebook at various festivals in Europe. It
looks similar to the Circoflex, but Rene’s kite is in the shape of
an outlined heart.
After talking for a bit to Rene about the design he agreed
to allow us to host a workshop back in Ontario. Some photos
were taken and some details examined up close. During the
prototype build, Rene was busy on the road at several kite
festivals. We could not contact him so we relied on each other
to figure out a few unclear details. Kerry, Lucy and I mostly
worked from photos and a few tips Rene had given us in an email. It took us a while but we got the project figured out and
flying a few weeks prior to the workshop date.

Ordering the ripstop and microcarbon rods was difficult. In
the past we have had several people to order from. This year
some had either taken a break from the business or simply
closed up shop for good. We managed to get all the materials
but from three different sources. It only took us took a couple

more sessions to create templates and complete the kits. The
Heart Workshop was now a go!
The class started very smoothly. The kits were handed out
and the class was able to start sewing right away. Even though
the sail was one of our smallest projects ever it proved to be a
very detailed sewing build. It was surprising that most people
had not completed the entire sail by early afternoon. We were
a little worried as we knew the bridle was quite complex and
would need two or even three hours to complete.
While all this was going on I was also being filmed by Matt
McCarthy of the Kitchener Waterloo Record. He was working
on a short article and video on kiting. The series is called “A
Reason for Being.” The focus is on hobbies and interests. As
Matt told me, it’s about what drives people and gets them out
of bed in the morning. It’s funny having someone shadow you
while running a workshop. Watch the video at http://vimeo.
com/64884556.
We let the class run a little longer so that more people
could complete their projects. Half the class completed their
heart kite while the rest were still working on their bridles. I
was so pleased to see several of the class post photos of their
first heart flight on Facebook. Rene Maier spotted one of the
workshop class photos and posted a nice comment. “Great job
— Congratulations I wish all participant of the workshop a lot
of fun and magic moments with your flying hearts.” k
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Maggie Engvall
Cranston, RI
401/942-3606
region1@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2013

CT-NH-MA-ME-RI-VT-NY

Greetings to all the members in Region One. When you receive this summer
will be in full force. Hammonasset Kite
Festival will be over and Newport Kite
Festival will be happening soon.
This spring Kites Over New England
had their usual St Patrick’s Day fly at
Hampton Beach in New Hampshire. ConnectiKITERS had their Rainy Day Fly at
Savin Rock in West Haven, CT. New York
Kite Enthusiasts had their meeting in
Albany with a Bubble Wand workshop led
by Kevin Reynolds before the meeting.
The sky will be bright with all the kites
that were made at the workshops this
spring. Most of the clubs in the region
had one or two workshops. SquareFlakes
and rokkaku kites were made by the

Region 2 ~ Northeast
Brad Weiner
Williamstown, NJ
856/229-3745
region2@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2013

NJ-PA-(lower) NY

Hello everybody in Region Two. The
weather has begun to change. Many new
and old events are coming up in our
region. Be sure to check out the new AKA
website. Check out the monthly raffles.
Here are the happenings in our region.
Todd Little reports, “The Keystone
Kiters have been out at several events
flying their kites, including the Levitz
Park Kite Festival and Wildwood. They
are now looking forward to their summer
12 Kiting | Summer 2013

ConnectiKITERS
at their workshop this year.
National
Kite Month was
a hit in the
region with kite
displays, talks
and workshops.
Archie Stewart deserves
accolades and
congratulations for all the
activities he
put on in the
region during
the month. I
Archie Stewart and a few of his young kitemakers.
received this
about Archie:
“71 children enjoyed the kite show and
they had doubts about. At the end of the
indoor flying demonstration conducted
session the children gained confidence
by Archie Stewart at the Hanscom
in themselves to realize ‘I can do the
Elementary School on April 11. Students
impossible.’ After flying a ballet to I
learned how to make a kite that they
Believe I Can Fly, students realized their
could not only fly on the field, but due
abilities.”
to the rain we conducted kite games
In the last issue of Kiting a picture
inside the gym. Students individualized
attached to my report listed the wrong
their own kites with beautiful designs
Tony. It was Toney Otis in the picture and
then displayed them in their classroom.
not Tony Heeschen.
Children were amazed at the variety of
Looking forward to flying with you
kites on display and that they had the
this summer.
ability to fly a kite indoors. A feat that
weekend, August
10-11. World famous
kite designer/
maker Ken McNeill
will be teaching
his awesome Muse
sport kite. Learn
to build one of the
best flying dual-line
kites ever made.
Complete kits with
pre-cut sails and
all rods and fittings
will be available
You’ll even be able
Lisa Willoughby was
to choose your own
custom color combi- part of a springtime
indoor performance
nation! This class is
at the Rhode Island
sure to be fun and
School of Design.
well attended. See
www.keystonekiters.
on a reclaimed landfill that is being
com for more details.”
transformed into a park. Since this was
SJKF participated in the Inaugural
an NKM event, on the preceding MonVoorhees Environmental Park Kite Fly
day SJKF was at Voorhees Middle School
celebrating Earth Day. This event was
building kites with the children.

SJKF gathered to build line markers,
like this sunset and ocean-themed one
by Fran and Mary Gramkowski.

Region 3 ~ Mid-Atlantic
DC-DE-MD-VA-WV

The New Era Kite Club (from West
Virginia) put on five events by the end
of National Kite Month and had at least
three more on the calendar. Max Barker
said the 4th annual New Era Kite Festival
had over 200 visitors; the New Era Kite
club put out a kite display, helped 50
kids with their free kites and gave a kite
safety presentation.
March 2 was a little cool but the
Richmond Air Force, led by Charles and
Laura Stonestreet, put on their annual
thank you at Dorey Park to let the community share in the joy of kiteflying.
The Parks and Recreation Department
wanted to go back to the simple kite
festival it had been in the beginning,
about 15 years ago, so this year the
main event was kites. There were a few
information booths and the county gave
away over 200 kites to children. On
March 28 members of the Got Wind? Kite
Club, Serena Wimmer, Donald and Devon
Jacobs and Burke May, went to Buchanan
Elementary School in Botetourt County,
VA, where they held a Kite Day for 65
students. Serena reported, “The club
flew indoors with an Emong and an
indoor Deca, shared examples of several
other types of kites then helped the stu-

dents assemble and decorate sled kites
which the students later took outdoors
and flew.”
The Air and Space Museum held its
annual indoor event with fliers from
all over the East Coast performing for
several thousand spectators. The following weekend, on March 30, the Blossom
Kite Festival returned. There were club
displays, Hot Tricks competition, a family kite field with kite games, bol races,
lots of learn-to-fly lessons by members
of the Wings Over Washington club, and
kite builder competitions for adults and
youth.
April 6 saw the Solomon’s Island Kite
Fly and brought the return of the 12th
Frederick County Kite Festival, affectionately known as WinDchester. This
event is a fundraiser for the Big Brothers

and Big Sisters organization. To support it there were a team of fliers who
flew all day, conducted games with the
kids, and answered questions about the
kites in the air for the 2,000 or more
spectators who came by that day, says
Michael Rose. After all the fun the team
gathered at a local restaurant and filled
up on good Italian and Greek food. The
following weekend was very busy. On
Saturday there was an event in Catonsville, MD, also the 8th Annual Bel Air (MD)
Festival, which Al Ault said is a family
event with multiple generations attending. Wings Over Washington supported
the event with a sound system and a big
banner display. Evelyn said there were
about 1,000 visitors and they gave away
400 kites. On the same day, the first Yorktown Kite Event was held in Southeast-

Jared Haworth

Region 1 ~ New England

Will Smoot
Waynesboro VA
540/471-4949
RD3@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2013

Regional reports

On June 15, SJKF has the Brigantine Beach Festival of the Winds.
This event is shaping up to be a very
fun-filled day with all kinds of activities based on kites. There will be
a kite build for children during the
week before the event, then judging of these kites at the event. SJKF
will be holding their summer meeting on the beach at 38th Street in
Brigantine on July 15 along with fun
flies at the same location in August.
For more information on this or any
SJKF event contact Mike Dallmer at
mikedallmer@verizon.net.

Mearl Balmer’s new kite won
top prize at the Blossom Kite
Festival, earning him a pair of
tickets on Turkish Airlines.
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AL-FL-GA-KY-MS-PR-NC-SC-TN

Region 5 ~ Great Lakes
MI-OH

Steve Rothwell
Ann Arbor, MI
734/995-3680
RD5@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2014

place on March 16 in Avalon Park, a
subdivision located on the east side of
Orlando. About 16 students from the
Beta Club at Timber Creek High School
volunteered to help make the kites
with the kids. They helped make over
300 kites and there were a lot of happy
kids running around and flying their new
kites. Denny Skagseth from Merritt Island
summed it up when he e-mailed me and
said that ‘this was the most kid friendly
kite festival he has ever been to.’”
Chuck Holmes from Spartanburg,
SC, sent in a quick note with a list of
rok teams at the Blossom Kite Festival,
including Charlie Don’t Run, Run With
Scissors (all observed with eye patches
after the competition) and Dragon Ask.

ally-made using
spruce spars and
muslin fabric.
It requires a
good 10 mph to
fly (weighs 10
pounds) which
we did not have.
But you cannot tell from
the looks of the
picture that it
did not actually
fly on Saturday.”
We travelled
Chuck Jones’ Hargrave box. north to attend
the 15th Annual
us and the fighters. I think they will
Blue Ridge Kite Festival. If you happen
remember those few minutes for the
to be in the Virginia area in April, this is
rest of their lives. Meanwhile, Glenn was a must visit festival for all. The Chamber
working the crowd with his quad pararolls out the red carpet for the kiteflifoil. In addition to flying several kites
ers. Three AKA Regional Directors and a
including a purple GKPI Pilot kite, a selfPast President show up with members
made roller, and several fighters, I got to from at least four kite clubs. Then the 10
attempt to fly my newly completed Lawthousand people from all over the East
rence Hargrave box kite. It is traditionCoast show up and a great time is had

Blossom Kite Festival rok battlers.
From Chuck Jones: “I travelled to
Cookeville, TN, to join Glenn Davison
(who flew down from Boston) and Andy
Selzer (who drove down from New Jersey). Glen invited me to an event in my
own backyard where he was teaching
and giving a workshop at Prescott South
STEM School. They in turn, had a kite
fly on April 20. Having flown with Glenn
and Andy before, it was a real delight!
Spending time with friends while flying
kites all day long is such a joy. I’ve been
on a natural high all week long. Andy
and I shared a great time fighting with a
couple of his kites. There were several
close calls, and we drew the attention
of a couple of young 2nd grade supporters. They really got into it and left with
a picture their mom took of them with

Hello from Region Six. It was a long
winter and it seemed even longer after
the Midwest’s premier winter event,
Color the Wind, had to be canceled due
to high winds ruining the ice on Clear
Lake, making flying unsafe. We hope
Larry Day and his crew will have better
luck next year.
The Wisconsin Kiters led off the

Region 6 ~ Midwest
IA-IL-IN-MN-WI

Hello Region Five. By the time you
read this, the biggest upcoming event
I’m aware of in Region Five is the Cleveland International Kite Festival (CIKF)
to be held September 7-8 at Edgewater
Beach Park in Cleveland, OH. If I did the
math right, this will be the 27th year for
this festival. The Windjammers will be
there. They are celebrating their 30th
year as a kite team this year. This is a
great event that is attended by thousands of people. Don’t miss it if you’re
in the neighborhood. The CIKF is run by
OSEK, the Ohio Society for the Elevation
season with a workshop
to make kite kits for kids.
Thirty-seven members attended and made 1900 kits
in one day, a record for
sure. All it took was some
free pizza and great camaraderie.
Also of note for the
region was the U-MAKE
kitemaking retreat held in
Oregon, IL. It was a great
success and is highlighted
elsewhere in this issue.
Don’t lose sight of this
retreat as next year is shaping up to be
better than ever.
Brad Klages reports that longtime
Minnesota Kite Society member Pam
Hodges replaced him as MKS secretary.
Brad continues to serve as editor and

by all. This year winds were good, and
from large show kites, to award winning
flat and bowed, to dual- and quad-line
sport demonstrations this festival has
it all. There were many times I caught
myself watching the demonstrations like
I’d never seen them before or spying a
young face beaming at the large show
kites, or putting their hand out trying to
catch the tip of the Revolution before
it darted away only to return a moment
later. The other memorable moment
this trip was a “2.5 on the Richter
Scale,” when the Maxi Manta Ray was
caught in a turbulent gust and did an
earth-shattering crash. Hope to have it
flying again as quickly as possible. One
of our past AKA Presidents turned to us
and said, “Just remember, it is all about
the stories.” I believe I have to agree
with him. Make sure the next time you
are out at a festival you type up a quick
paragraph with some pictures and send
it off for inclusion in the next Kiting. It
really is all about the stories.

of Kites, who elected Phil Salzstein club
president at their spring meeting. OSEK
will also host the Mentor Beachfest on
July 27 in Mentor, OH. “This is a mini
version of CIKF in one day at Mentor
Headlands State Park. See http://cityofmentor.com/visit/headlandsbeachfest/
for details. OSEK rounds out the summer
with their annual Potluck Free Fly at
Edgewater Park on August 11.
Kites Over Branch County, normally
held on the last weekend in July, is on
hiatus this year. We hope they can recharge their batteries, rediscover the joy
of kiting, and be back next year.

historian for the club. Pam has already
made a strong mark, proposing that MKS
do four club workshops per year, or one
per quarter. She then organized March’s
bol-making workshop, using the easy-tofollow plans published by Mike Dallmer.
Ken Wilkowski arranged a location and

Steve Nicol

An Adrianne Balmer kite at
the Blossom Kite Festival.

Hello Region Four! By the time you
get this National Kite Month will be over
and we will be well on our way into Summer. Here in the Piedmont of the Carolinas that means that typically you have to
travel to the beach or mountains to get
wind. With the crazy weather that has
occurred this year, we can always hope
for a long windy summer. We’ve had a
pretty good spring, much colder than
normal, but the winds have been generally good, unless you count a couple of
the WACKOS flies that included a cold
rainout and an NKM Spring Festival at our
local Frank Liske Park. It is OK when your
kites were in the air, correct? A great
time was had by all.
From Russ Mozier in Florida: “The
Second Annual Kites Over Avalon took

Region 4 ~ Southeast

Ed Grys
Shawano, WI
715/526-9399
RD6@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2014

ern Virginia with handmade kites being
flown by Alan Ballou, and Revolutions
and stunt foils being flown by Brian Bevins. There were hundreds of visitors who
flew their own kites or borrowed some
from the host, Patriot Tours. The fourth
event of the day was a new one in Prince
George, VA, called Family Kite Festival.
On Sunday, the Rockfish Foundation
sponsored the Rockfish Valley Kite Flying
Festival. This event in Nelson County, VA,
drew over 600 visitors to watch the kitefliers, eat, fly their own kites and just sit
and socialize. Organizer Peter Agelasto
said this event had the best turnout they
had seen for a long time. The neighborhood really appreciates the kitefliers
who came from Richmond, Waynesboro,
Crozet, and Franklin, MA.
The third Saturday in April has been
locked in by the Blue Ridge Kite Festival for 15 years, and Friday evening the
kitefliers and sponsors got together for a
meal and to present the Salem-Roanoke
County Chamber with a beautiful glass
and wood trophy to commemorate the
15 year partnership. To almost everyone’s surprise a quilt had been made by
Heidi Smoot using T-shirts from all the
previous events and this was presented
to Debbie Kavitz, AKA member and
Chamber of Commerce Director, who has

been the go-between for most of this
time. Saturday was sunny, and variably
breezy. At times there were Peter Lynn
giants in the air, sport kites pulling 100’
tube tails and hundreds of sled kites. At
other times the only thing flying were
Paul Dugard’s bubbles. Throughout the
day many fliers put on demonstrations,
and Terry Murray, announcer, made it
happen by picking music and telling the
crowd what they were seeing. Twice,
the team put on a Rally-Round-the-Flag
ceremony with patriotic music and the
Flag Ceremony instructions provided by
Harold Ames. This was quite moving for
those who participated and at least one
person asked when it was going to happen again because they wanted to help
another time. By the end of the day the
Chamber was happy, the kids and parents were happy and the kitefliers were
almost exhausted from playing so hard.
Future events include more WV festivals
by the New Era Kite Club, and Windfest
at Canaan Valley Resort organized by
Jim Hodges. If you have a summer event
please put it on the AKA calendar.
Now is the time to make your plans
for Convention. Elsewhere in this issue
will be information about registering. I
went to Seaside several years ago and
thoroughly enjoyed myself. I hope you
will consider taking the trip. How many
times have you seen highway signs that
say “Warning, Elk Crossing,” or “Tsunami
Zone,” or “Here is where the Lewis and
Clark Expedition reached the Pacific
Ocean”? At the convention the new Regional Directors for Regions One through
Four will be announced. Won’t you consider stepping up and serving your fellow
kitefliers? Contact me, or the nominations committee, at nominations@aka.
kite.org and give them your name.

Jim Podlasek
Fort Mill, SC
803/548-2698
RD4@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2013

Winners in the Age 11-15 division at
the Blossom Kite Festival:
Guadalupe Sandoval, Jorge Ibarra
and Noah Feil.
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Robin Allen McCracken
Denver, CO
720/ 237-2727
RD7@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2014

CO-KS-MO-ND-NE-SD-UT-WY

Region Seven, there’s no place like
home! That’s why Kansas is where I’ll
start my report. On April 19, Liana and
I packed the kites, gear and travel bags
into the car, and picked up Alan Sparling
and two compression bags from Denver
16 Kiting | Summer 2013

tractors were placed on the large open
flying field as anchors for show kites.
Winds were out of the east about 10-15
mph. The town of 1800 was successfully
indoctrinated into our world of 21st century kiteflying. My homemade 10’ deltas
loved soaring at high angles above it all,
while a puzzled white horse looked on
when my kites landed in his corral. I love
Kansas! At one point, I climbed a rather
scratchy tree to free the bridles from
Alan’s Gecko. Apparently the 2,000#
test webbing was worn from rubbing on
a sharp surface near the anchor point on
the tractor, and Gecko plus lifter floated
into the hedge. Most of the 1800 Leoti
residents seemed to be involved with our
festival somehow. The enthusiasm this
town has for kiting is unprecedented. Any
one of us if asked will highly recommend
you join us here in Leoti, Kansas. We’re
already planning for 2014. The three of
us at this festival are show kite and single
line fliers. We could have used a few of
our sport kitefliers to help us with several local dual line kiters who appeared
on one of the fields.

ing workshops were held the weekend
before, over 100 sled kite kits were
assembled and decorated.
With the exception of several drastic
wind direction and velocity changes, the
winds as well as the crowd of near 10,000
stayed later than ever before at our 6th
annual Kites In The Park in Fort Collins,
founded by John and Mary Farrell. For
2013, the giant kite and sport kite areas
were next to each other so not as much
hiking was involved to socialize. On the
demo field, John Farrell’s “baby”, the
rokakku battles, were very fun! Kiters
and non-kiters both handled the Tyvek
roks very well. John has focused more
and more each year on rok battles and it
sure paid off. Mile Hi Kite Club flew sport
kites, power kites, and single lines while
assisting beginner kitefliers. The large
number of volunteers and parks employees were also very helpful with this
festival.
So much more to report from Region
Seven. Please keep sending kite-related
news my way. I appreciate those of you
who have already done so. In addition to
this magazine, I share kite information
online via social media and other places
where it will help promote our passion.

Ian Willoughby
skips his siesta
at South Padre
Island.

kite festival in the country and was a
great success. Great weather and over
20,000 attendees were at this festival. A
fleet of 24 shuttles ran continuously from
the parking lots. The Austin Exchange
Club, the originators of the event, designated the Pebble Project — a child safety
awareness program — as the beneficiary
of the event. Title sponsor ABC Services
gave away 5,000 ready-to-fly kites and
HEB grocery stores gave away over 1000
sled kites. For the fifteenth year in a row,
Dorsey and Bunnie Tidwell headed up the
event. Zilker is a kitebuilders competiWelcome to summer in Region Eight.
tion and the field was full all day. There
The busy time for kiting continues in full
isn’t much room for sport kites, and
force. Somewhere in the region, a kite
there was little unused space in the sky
festival is happening almost every weekfrom all of the kites. This festival might
end and quite often there is more than
have the greatest number of kites in the
one. If you are traveling, pack a kite and
sky per acre of any festival.
check for a festival in the area. You’ll
Kitefest Louisiane was another great
be sure to find lots of great flying and
hit. This festival concentrates on the
friends to see again or to make new ones.
young ones. Friday is devoted to school
Flights of Fancy kite festival at MetThe last South Padre Island Kite
children. Team EOL and Team Rev Riders
ropolitan Community College-Longview in Festival in February was well attended.
kept the demo field going all weekend.
Lee’s Summit, MO, drew a record 23,000
iQUAD and Team EOL put on great shows
The display area for the large kites was
visitors to the seventh annual event, an
as did Gayle and her Go Big Or Go Home
kept busy with the changing winds. Kiters
increase of 2,000 over last year and up
crew. This was one of the biggest festifrom all over Texas and even from Florida
from attendance of 3,500 the first year
vals in the region, with a great indoor
helped to keep the sky colorful.
the festival was held. In addition to the
event for those who have never seen
I encourage you to check the AKA
kites displayed by the Kansas City Kite
indoor flying. The first day was filled with
raffle. The items change and this is a
Club, there were some from as far away
Revolutions and the Rev Clinic went on
good way to get a present for your kiter
as Wisconsin. The 90’ manta ray, 120’
outside as the indoor flying was going on
friends or even yourself. Please take time
squid and “world’s largest spin sock” took in the convention center.
to write a report and take pictures. Send
their places in the sky along with 40’ tall
Zilker Park in Austin has the oldest
them to me and I will try to get them in
Buddy the Bear, the 60’ kitty cat and 34’
this column. I cannot attend all of the
Nemo fish. The kids in the crowd, regardRegion 8 ~ South Central
events, but I will try to cover them. I am
less of age, pointed excitedly as these
AR-LA-NM-OK-TX
always open to questions and concerns. If
enormous kites were lifted into the air.
you have anything that you want to know
Also popular were the displays of banners
about the world of kiting and Region
on the ground. Linda Larkey reported
Eight, please contact me. If you have
that a large number of the KCKC and
an event, workshop, fun fly or kite fest,
about a dozen other noteworthy kiters
please put it on the AKA calendar. This is
attended Longview.
one of the best ways to get it out to the
The 11th annual Arvada Kite Festival
kitefliers. Renew your membership and
may have come close to 10,000 spectasupport the AKA. The AKA store is a great
tors on April 13. Several kids kitemakplace for gifts for your friends.
Guy Blatnick
South Padre Island, TX
956/299-0731
RD8@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2015

International Airport. After a 4½ drive
join Roger Kenkel and his coworker Caleb
through some all-but-abandoned towns
after they drove five hours from Nebraska. The next day, three huge John Deere
and over 200 miles of empty prairie, we
crossed the
state line into
Kansas, expecting the same
but finding a
much nicer
place. Wind
& Wheels Kite
Festival event
organizer Pam
Edmiston was
rewarded for
her persistence
when we arrived in the
town of Leoti to
Alan Sparling leaves his mark on Kansas.

MCC-Longview

Region 7 ~ Great Plains

Mike Boucher

Amish population, great
food such as the yummybut-addictive donut holes
affectionately referred to by
the locals as “Amish crack,”
and friendly residents. The
majority of the community
proudly supports this event.
Mother Nature cooperated
with nearly perfect weather
this year and record crowds Adams-Friendship High School art student Jessica
of over 2500. The club
Nawrot with the aptly-named 101-year-old Villa
brought 440 kids kites and
Pines resident Mae Breezee.
ran out with a line of kids
was to have a student work with each of
waiting. This is a growing event orgathe nursing home residents. Reminiscing
nized locally with help from HKS, local
was the first step! The students visited
merchants and is supported by several
Midwest kite fliers. It has great potential with the residents who talked about their
feathering a large flying field, enthusias- memories, and about what they would
like to see put on a kite. Watching the
tic crowds and an attractive destination
students interact with the residents was
for kite flyers. This year a contingent
a delight in itself. The students were
of nearly a dozen Wisconsin Kites came
down to support their Hoosier neighbors. a little shy to start, but they quickly
Upcoming events for the HKS include warmed up as the residents talked about
The Beck in September, and OSOW in Oc- their favorite pets, car, or activity from
years ago. Multi-colored permanent
tober. The event calendar can be found
magic markers worked best on the Tyvek
at www.hoosierkite.org.
kite material. The students were able to
Intergenerational activities refer to
draw designs and not worry about their
programs that involve the young and old
alike. As an Activity Director at Villa Pines artwork smearing while they worked. An
hour later the end result was a great colLiving Center, a nursing home located
lection of memories, put on kites! These
in Friendship, WI, Mike Boucher likes to
same students have also volunteered to
take the opportunity to use intergeneracome back for another intergenerational
tional programming as much as possible.
activity, taking the nursing home resiApril and National Kite Month offered a
chance to share his favorite activity with dents out to fly their new kites! This just
goes to prove, you are never too old to
two different generations! Mike conhave fun and enjoy kiting!
tacted the local Adams-Friendship High
It doesn’t get any better then that.
School Art Educator, Cynthia Zemanovic.
Please check the AKA event calendar as
She had a new drawing class starting
soon, and would be willing to bring them well as the one for your local club, and
keep looking up and hold on tight!
over to help build and decorate kites
with the nursing home residents. Mike
choose the simple sled kite. The idea

Roger Kenkel

Dean Murray helped by making patterns
and supplying line for reinforcements and
bridles. It was an excellent project as it
was just sewing straight lines (ok, slightly
curved lines). Great group of people
helping each other and having fun. Most
of the workshop participants were able
to get together at the MKS Fool’s Day
Fly and show off their completed bols.
Workshop participants were Pam Hodges,
Ed Grys, Randy Sund, Tom Dean, David
and Kathryn McKeen, Ken Wilkowski, Ken
Runke and Dean Murray. The next workshop is planned for this summer. For an
update see the Minnesota Kite Society’s
website at www.mnkites.org or www.
facebook.com/#!/mnkites.
Brad Klages is also a Wisconsin Kiters
member, and helped fellow members
with a kids kitemaking workshop and fun
fly at the Northern Wisconsin State Fairgrounds in Chippewa Falls. The event was
the 3rd Annual SpringFest, on April 27. Bill
and Julie Miller, Dale and Pam Bowden
and Pam Hodges also traveled to Chippewa Falls to help Brad with this event.
By the time it was over, more than 200
kites for kids we made.
Angie Chau from the Hoosier Kite
Society (HKS) reports that the HKS is off
and running for the season. There have
been an estimated 650 sled kites made in
workshops as of the end of April with several more to come. This year’s requests
are fewer than last year’s whirlwind
schedule giving members a chance to
take a breath.
Several Midwestern kiters met at
Indiana’s first festival of the year, Kite
Komotion on April 27 in Shipshewana, a
town where visitors have to watch where
they step because of occasional “road
apples” from the horse-drawn Amish
buggies. The town is known for its strong
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Prevent Child Abuse Utah sent pinwheels to April’s Bengal Breeze Kite
Festival at Idaho State University.
The Billings Montana Logan Airport
has on display A Tribute to the Tribes
kite exhibit. The display honors the
Native American tribes that assisted
Lewis and Clark and allowed the Corps of
Discovery to cross Native-occupied lands.
This exhibit says “thank you” to all the
tribes. Sixteen Native-themed kites,
including some from the Visions of Lewis
and Clark exhibit, plus additional work
18 Kiting | Summer 2013

We have seen some great things in
kiting happen recently here in Region 10.
A surge of demonstrations and presentations for schools and retirement homes.
The single line indoor competition
became a reality. There is momentum
building with a great feel. This summer
is going to rock! I believe this is happening because we kitefliers and builders have taken ownership of our sport.
There has been a grassroots movement
to step up and be a part of something
big. To make a difference, one kite at
a time. Workshops, seminars, summits.
Some drive a couple hours to help at a
grade school. So many are getting off the
sidelines and getting into the game. Be
welcoming, be aware of the opportunities, be a student, and be a teacher.

Tom McAlister
Richmond View, CA
510/235-5483
region11@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2015

Northern CA-NV

Early this April I led a kitemaking
workshop at San Francisco’s Stonestown
Galleria. After some show-and-tell about
kite history and aviation, we built 40
kites using the Frustrationless Flier Kits.
The kits make the activity fool-proof,
even if you have never led a kitemaking
workshop before. Amazingly these kite
kits are still made in the USA. The spring
and summer months are the perfect
time for kitemaking workshops. Birthday
parties, senior groups, youth groups and
family reunions are all excellent reasons
to hold your first kitemaking workshop.
The Frustrationless Flier Kits make the
process of building and flying your own
kites so easy it really is frustrationless. You’ll wonder why you never led a
kitemaking workshop before. By leading
a kitemaking workshop you are giving the
gift of flight. Flight is a miraculous thing
and when people — young or old —build
a kite with their own hands, creating
an object that defies gravity and joins
a world normally reserved for birds,
insects and technologists, it is an enormous confidence builder. Though I would
like to tell you to, “Go fly a kite,” this
time I will tell you to, “Go build a kite!”

Don’t let this momentum go to
waste. It will be the power behind the
growth of our sport. Enter events, big
or small, on the AKA calendar. Engage
in the KiteTalk Forum. Believe that you
can make a difference. I look forward to
meeting more of you!

Region 10 ~ Northwest
AK - WA

Brian Champie’s
deltas over Point
Arena.

Another April event was at the Point
Arena Lighthouse, which has been hosting kitefliers in conjunction with their
Wind & Whales Celebration for several
years. This year Brian Champie put
together a crew including Dan Burnham,
Mike North, John Khan and Mark Quirmbach. The lighthouse is always at the
center of this event and having a chance
to fly on the lighthouse grounds is always
a treat. Brian says it is, “One heck of
a beautiful place to fly kites.” Contact
Brian at bigspar@gmail.com if you want
to be part of the crew in 2014.
Brian Champie, Mike North and
George Halpin were part of the show
at central California’s Livingston Kite
Fest. Brian reported that the winds were
blustery but manageable, and he much
preferred blustery to the zero wind
they had had in 2012. Event organizers
honored Jim Strealy for his service to
the event by naming their candy drop
the Jim Strealy Memorial Candy Drop.
Jim passed away in 2012, but was well
remembered at the candy drop location
where he had been so involved. Another
special moment occurred when old timer
and one-time Northern California Kite
Club president, Chris Henningfield, surprised everyone when he showed up at
the event.
When Mike North made his way
onto the kite field, he was greeted by a
reporter from the local newspaper who
walked up to him and said “Hi, I’m Mike
North from the Merced Sun Star!” to
which the kiteflier replied, “Well, I’m
Mike North from the Berkeley Kite Wranglers!” Once they cleared up the fact
that they really were different people,
Mike the reporter proceeded with his interview of Mike the kiteflier for Monday’s
paper.
Also in the paper in April was Region
Eleven’s Dave Hoggan. In Dave’s case
it was a French paper reporting on the
festival in Berck-sur-mer. Hoggan tells us
that he joined Al-Farsi kite team and was
part of the crew flying their Kuwait flag
kite, the largest kite in the world.
Last but not least, BASKL held their
first competition event in Berkeley and
their second at Baylands Park in Sunnyvale. BASKL has added a new indoor fly
to their calendar, on July 17, at Larkspur’s Hall Middle School. This should be
a great place to see the new single-line
zero wind kites that are becoming so
popular.
If you have not made your reservations to attend our AKA Convention, now
is the time to start planning. Convention
is going back to Seaside, which is one

Dave Hoggan
in France.
of everyone’s favorite convention sites.
Lots of folks are talking about going, and
it is shaping up to be one of our biggest
conventions in years. If you have never
been to the convention, make this the
year to be part of the fun and excitement! If you need any convincing just
ask Mark Quirmbach or me about the
place in Seaside that includes up to six
different kinds of fish in their famous
Fish and Chips Platter!
Though our kite shop in Berkeley
keeps us from attending many of the festivals in our region, we do plan to attend
the San Ramon Art & Wind Fest on Labor
Day weekend, the Mountain House Kite
Fest on June 8, and the Father’s Day Fun
Fly in Berkeley. If we don’t see you at
one of these events, we hope to see you
in Berkeley soon!

Region 12 ~ Southwest
Southern CA-AZ-HI

Glen Rothstein
San Pedro, CA
213/407-3515
region 12@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2015

Can you feel the anticipation of the
kite flying season? I sure am ready! As
I write this, the sun is shining and I am
hurrying to get my yard work done so
that I can have a weekend of kiteflying
at the coast. I have new kites in my bag,
and I can’t wait to give them a fly.
In February our kite club, Rogue Valley Windchasers, was having its monthly
fly in Crescent City, CA. Many people
often stop along Highway 101 when they
see kites in the air. This guy comes and
sits down on a nearby rock with a gigantic smile on his face. We got to talking
and found out his van broke down on
Interstate 5; he then had them tow him
to the nearest beach (over 100 miles) so
that he could fly his kites! If he had to
get his van worked on, he didn’t want
to waste the time not flying his kites.
We met a new friend, Matt Cyphert.
He was so very happy to meet up with
a “kite family.” Matt just happens to
take amazing photos and videos of other
kitefliers. You just never know who you
might meet on the beach! It was great to
meet you Matt!

Region 11 ~ N. California

Mark Quirmbach

Brett Morris
Medford, OR
541/944-5588
RD9@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2013

ID-MT-OR

by Deb Lenzen,
Mike Shaw, and a
new war shirt kite
from John Pollock
will be on display
for ten months.
Please contact
Terry Zee Lee for
more information
at 406/698-9369.
Forget spring! Brett Morris flies atop 10’ of
It will soon be
snow in Crater Lake National Park in April.
time to pack up for
I will now ask that when your
the Lincoln City Summer Kite Festival,
event happens and you have plenty to
June 22-23. The theme this year is Tales
say about it, send me pictures and a
of Tails. This festival is where I have met
write-up. Right then. It’s a great way
and flown with so many great fliers. Last
to further that momentum. How we do
year the night fly was absolutely magithings is changing. Facebook is rapid fire
cal, with the perfect sunset and great
and fun. This magazine is still a good
friends! If you have never attended, I
read. I think it’s time for all of us to put
would encourage you to do so.
the content into the hands that put this
A favorite festival for many is SOKF
great magazine together. I will not go
in Brookings, OR, July 20-21. The comaround begging for the content to put
munity really comes out to support this
event by lining the field with many chairs into my report. This report is your submissions, my thoughts, upcoming events,
first thing Saturday morning. They stay
and even a rant or two.
all day, leave their chairs in place, and
are ready for another day on Sunday. The
town loves us to come because we bring
fliers and spectators from all over for a
colorful weekend.
Hope you are making your plans to
attend the annual AKA convention in
Seaside. There is a great deal of eagerness for those who have never attended
a convention before. Get your reservations ASAP. Let’s make this a really great
experience for everyone. See you there
in October.
Have you taught someone to fly a
kite lately? Think of the joy and relaxation that comes with kiteflying and try
to share it with someone new. We want
to make sure new kites keep coloring the
Washington’s Jim Gates had fun
sky!
in Weifang, China, in April.

Scott Davis
Puyallup, WA
253/732-5743
region10@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2015

Region 9 ~ Intermountain

Greetings Region Twelve! Kiting
around these parts has been steamrolling
along as our weather turns from perfect
to perfect while we tied up National Kite
Month.
With the renewed cooperation of the
San Diego Kite Club and the Ocean Beach
Kiwanis, the 65th Annual Ocean Beach
Kite Festival was a rocking success with
a few twists that, thankfully, were not in
the lines.The SDKC lent a hand before,
during and after and the organizers were
pleased as punch with the color in the
sky, including kites by José Sainz and
ballet demos flown by the Kid Kids, Jim
and Lynn Foster as well as Team N-Sync,
Cass and Carol Pittman. Did I mention
organizer Dr. Jim Nickel has been to all
65 festivals? His family has been an inteSummer 2013 | Kiting 19

gral part of the event for decades. And
their hospitality to all the fliers was most
gracious and appreciated. Vic Heredia
handled the Tail Chase, and the Goat Hill
Kite Gang did an excellent job with the
candy drop. What else was unique about
this one? How about two flash mobs and
an Amber Alert, complete with low flying
helicopter, a bevy of law enforcement
storming the park, and a patrol car driving inside the demo field looking for the
little girl. Good news is that the child
was found. Word has it that the “wrong”
person decided to bring the her to the
event so she could have fun. Oh, this
crazy world we live in.
The 28th Annual Santa Barbara Kite
Festival went off without a hitch and
this year’s event was dedicated to the
memory of Dan Rubesh, the Wind Wizard. On the same day in Santa Monica,
the 2nd Annual Otis Kite Festival was
well attended by children who wanted
to learn more about all things kiting by
the likes of Melanie Walker, Tom Van
Zant, George Peters, Jose Sainz and Ron
Gibian. I’d say the kids got their money’s
worth, without paying a dime.
April 21 had us in Santa Maria for
the 4th Annual Family Kite Festival. Nice
winds made the day as pleasant as ever
with the candy drop being one of the
highlights along with sport kite demos
by Team Too Much Fun, the Kite Kids and
Team N-Sync. Red Robin sponsored the
dinner the night before so everyone was
carbed up for the event. Another nice
by-product of this festival is that the
Santa Maria Valley Discovery Museum
raffles off a “Kite VIP” package for the
event. The prize package includes a VIP
section with an RV, catered food for the
winner and friends, along with a Revolution 1.5 SLE Kite complete with flying
lessons. This year the winner was a
Brownie Junior Troop, and the kite went
to a lovely young lady named Bella. She
was all over it when it came to learning from Cass and Carol Pittman. During
setup, she showed how skilled she was
by tying the larkshead knots on her own
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Region 13 ~ International
Linda Sanders
P. O. Box 758
Willunga SA 5172 AUSTRALIA
+618 8556 2681
RD13@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2015

John Mason

A Rev helps the police search for
a missing child at Ocean Beach.

as she had already mastered that in her
previous outdoor experiences with the
Brownies.
As summer approaches, I’m thankful
to say more and more kiting is heating
up in Southern California with folks contacting me in Riverside and northern San
Diego Counties to discuss future events.
Remember, if you’re hearing of events
or wanting to put on something yourself,
reach out and the AKA can help.

If you’re in Region 13 and not receiving regular e-mail newsletters, tell me!
Happy to hear from you, anytime!
Do you collect patches? National
Kite Month patches are $5; see AKA
General Store at www.aka.kite.org/
resources/stores/gstore. AKA Kite Event
insurance covers Canadian festivals;
apply for sanctioning at www.aka.kite.
org/events/event-sanctioning. Hate
Facebook? You’re not wanting to commit,
but still curious? Check out the news
at www.aka.kite.org/kitetalk-forum/
default-topic/1365-not-a-facebook-userthat-s-okay without signing your life
away!
CHINA — Jerry King reported on the
Chengdu Poly 198 International Kite
Festival in March, featuring teams of kiters from Taiwan, Malaysia and USA, with
a total of 75 fliers. Jerry says, “My kite
friend, Wang Dong Ren Yi from Mianyang,
helped me with my Beijing Opera Mask
rokkaku.”
Wang Dong Ren Yi and Jerry King

ENGLAND — For history buffs and
followers of S.F. Cody, www.codystatue.
org.uk/ marks the first powered flight in
the UK in
Andrew Beattie
1908.
gets up to speed.
Andrew
Beattie
fine-tuned
his theory
of buggying
via giant
inflatable at
Berck-surmer with
help from
Kathleen
and Al-Farsi
team. His
ultralight Manta Ray adopted a threepoint cross-bridle becoming dual-handle
steerable. “As responsive as a lethargic
snail in molasses” was his report!
Egg-on-face by AKA HQ when the
mailing list sent two magazines to David
Johnson’s address. Can we trust computers anymore? David kindly offered to
on-share his spare copy to appreciative
recipients.
CANADA — Reminder for WSIKF (August 19-25) and the Ray Bethell banner
tribute. If yours are ready to loan (if not
attending yourselves) e-mail Terry Wiggill
at islandquad@gmail.com.
A heartfelt thank you from Ray
Bethell to 1800 well-wishers for his
birthday this year. Ray says “My computer was overloaded with messages,
beating last year’s by 200+.”
New member Penny Wearne started
an indoor flying group in Dorchester,
Ontario, called “Time On the Line”,
flying weekly in the gym during the
colder months. Imagine taking kites to
entertain wheelchair-bound residents
in a long term care facility? Catch
them on Facebook www.facebook.com/
groups/175922729177008/.
Carlos Simoes thanked Normand
Girard’s sponsorship (Normand supplied
1800’ of bridle lines) for the Heart
workshop held in early April.
GERMANY — Frank Schulz headed
to New Zealand on holiday. En
route, he and wife Dorte joined Robert and Tracey Brasington in Tasmania at the Bay of Fires Kite Retreat,
offering great praise for the time
they enjoyed. Frank truly believes
— Australia is B-I-G!
AUSTRALIA — Robert Valkenburgh, wind gallery sculptor, would
have enjoyed the giant aeolian harp
at Emu Park, Queensland, known
as the Singing Ship. Built to com-

memorate Captain James Cook’s discovery and naming of Keppel Bay, it’s
very fitting a kite festival is held here
every year. Festival of the Wind again
drew crowds thanks to Bill Moore and
his dedicated team of volunteers at Emu
Park Lions Club. It doesn’t usually rain
in Queensland in April, but this year’s
drizzle didn’t dampen spirits, although
we all got damp. Kitefliers hailed
from Sydney and Brisbane, plus Robert
Brasington, and Kevin Sanders and I who
added additional crowd entertainment.
Seen on eBay earlier, a four-way
winder left many scratching heads… how
might it work?

What a buzz! 2013 saw the renewed
Redcliffe KiteFest, May 18-19, with appearances by Team iQuad, Mikio Toki and
Peter Lynn Kites.
Rosebud Kite Festival in March is an
annual family fun day on the Mornington
Peninsula, Victoria. Away from the rat
race and in the vacation region, invited
kitefliers came from New Zealand,
Queensland and South Australia alongside
local fliers Maggie Phillips and family.
Rod Steere of Geelong dropped by, said
“hi,” then his family took him away from
the kite field. Jan O’Loughlin’s astronauts were a huge hit!
LUXEMBOURG — Carlo Didier receives the medal for patience after the
AKA website refused his renewal membership. Thank you, sincerely, for supporting your kiting association!

KOREA — The 3rd Uiseong
International Kite Festival
featured first-time competitions over Easter. Twenty-five
countries were represented,
with Gary Mark (Canada),
Robert van Weers (New
Zealand) Tan Xinbo (China),
Malcolm and Jeanette Goodman (UK), and Kevin and I
(Australia). The 2013 event
was expertly-organised and
run, and functioning under
a new event management
team. South Korea is an excellent host country, keen to
build on this year’s success.
Jan O’Loughlin’s astronauts
Pleasant memories of a mass
Gangnam style dance skillfully
which may be non-genuine. Via the AKA
performed by two-year olds (and Gary
KiteTalk Forum he asked “how to know
Mark!).
if it’s legitimate?” Fortunately, I knew
ARGENTINA — Gustavo Di Si particiboth the kite designer and the seller
pated in the Figures in the Air Indoor
Show, held in
Germany’s Dorte Schulz in Tasmania.
Buenos Aires,
organised by
Nelson Borelli
(Region Six).
Gustavo’s team
consisted of
Edna (6), Leila
(16), Nicolas
(14) and himself. Nelson’s
own students
displayed
stunning kite
designs.
RUSSIA —
From Mikhail
Genin, February
news of a first
(also an AKA member), so I confidently
indoor kite festival. Another event held
in May, the Nizhny Novgorod Kite Festival recommended them both. If you have
had workshops, street art, skateboarding questions, don’t hesitate to ask me.
Until next time, less talk… more fly!
and a rock concert. That’s how kite fliers
have fun!
Gary Mark gets jiggy with it in Korea.
ASK LINDA! — An AKA member in
Texas recently admired a kite online but
was nervous about buying something

Nelson Borelli and his students in Buenos Aires.
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Empty Spaces in The Sky
John Baldi

Uiseong International
Kite Festival
Uiseong, South Korea
March 28- 31, 2013

photos by Patrizio Mariani

The Great John Baldi, from Quincy and Weymouth, MA,
passed on January 30 at age 90, flying off in the huge wind
weather event that occurred up and down the whole East
Coast that night. John spent his good long life endeavoring
to play at all times. He was a Navy veteran of World War II,
served as an athletic instructor and taught water survival.
Before, during and after the war, he road and competed on
road and track bikes, speed skating, played jai alai, tennis,
handball, racquetball, free-diving, spearfishing, scuba diving
and won many trophies for catching (barehanded) the most
and the largest lobsters. In addition, he was known for his
light-hearted humor and was famous for all sorts of eye hand
illusions, tricks and games. After owning a dive shop for 50
years, he retired at age 81 to have more time to fly stunt kites
and travel in his Airstream trailer. He especially loved spending winters flying his kites on
the lovely beaches of Sanibel
Island, FL. John attended many
AKA events in the Northeast
region and could be seen riding
about the field on his Segway when he wasn’t showing
off one of his many kites. He
leaves behind his favorite kite
runners and playmates, wife
Cheri and daughter Andrea.
Greg Lamoureux

John Barker
1942 - 2012

John Barker was a character in British kiting. At times
he could be seen at events
parachuting or bungee jumping children’s teddy bears or
other cuddly toys from kites.
He first came to notice writing
in the Kite Occasional Newsletter, and it’s successor The Kite
Flier. His articles were mainly
about teddy bears. John was an
artist in many areas. Once he
was giving away handmade badges that he had manufactured
by painting various Japanese kites. Years later some of these
badges were raffled at Fort Worden Kitemakers Conference,
and one participant wanted the complete set and would not
believe there was no such thing as a complete set. John regularly attended the kite festival at Dieppe. On one occasion he
was on the ferry to Dieppe, flying a kite from the stern, and
had almost cut through the ship’s railing with his kite line.
Eventually his kite took a dive into the sea, and he told everyone that he was developing a new hobby of underwater kite
flying. He only pulled the kite out coming into Dieppe harbour,
the surprise was the kite was still attached to the line.
Doug Jones
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Lois DeBolt
1923-2013

Lois was one of the founding members of the Hoosier
Kitefliers Society. She was known for having definite ideas
about things and, if asked, could be counted on to share her
opinion, which was a help during those early club-forming
days. Her vision paid off in helping to give the club its longevity. Lois attended as many of the events as she could. Other
members designated her as the welcome person. Upon arrival,
a club member couldn’t “officially” start that day’s fly until
a hug had been received from the woman who stood only five
feet tall. Those who were taller can remember looking down
at a head of white puffy hair during those great hugs. Lois
could be a one-woman force. When the announcement was
made that Muncie would have the honor of hosting the 1999
AKA convention, she sprang
into action. Almost immediately, she started working her
contacts to solicit donations
for the raffle. Another duty she
happily took on was overseeing
the annual kite display at the
Air Force Museum at WrightPatterson AFB in Dayton. She
both gathered the items and
supervised their placement.
“The display would hang for
one month ending with a
kite festival on the museum
grounds. I was always impressed with the one-of-a-kind
kites entrusted to Lois for this
display, many of which were
worth hundreds of dollars,”
remembers Mike Bragg. Lois
may have only been five feet in
height but she towered over all
of us in so many other ways.
Thanks, Lois, for everything!
Angie Chau

Dan Rubesh

Seventy years young, our dear
friend the Wind Wizard passed
away. Dan was one of those
people who arrived at any kite field and the smiles that were
already there widened. Just grabbing his chair and parking
it for a while, taking in the moment before returning to that
big white van with the “Buggy Naked” bumper sticker to grab
some flying machines. People gravitated towards his good soul
and you couldn’t help but hug the guy, at the first opportunity.
When it came to kiting, he was kind and generous. When it
came to music, food, gadgets and those completely laughable
moments in life, he was right there, sharing it with you. His
demeanor and unconditional kiting helped me, and many others, become better people. The funny thing is that he did it
without saying a word.
Glen Rothstein
Summer 2013 | Kiting
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Merchant Members
ARIZONA

AZ Moonlight Enterprises
PO Box 36781
Tucson, AZ 85740
520/745-6168
www.colorofwindkites.com

ARKANSAS

KaleidoKites
1-C Spring Street
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
888/836-6251
kaleidokites@hotmail.com

CALIFORNIA

Candy & Kites
1415 Coast Highway
PO Box 8,
Bodega Bay, CA 94923
707/875-3777
www.candyandkites.com
Farmer’s Kites
1108 Front Street
Morro Bay, CA 93442
805/772-0133
shaunfarmer@msn.com
Harbor Wind and Kite Company
1575 Spinnaker Drive #107
Ventura, CA 93001
805/654-0900
www.harborwindkite.com
Highline Kites Of Berkeley
6809 Del Monte Avenue
Richmond View, CA 94805
510/235-5483
www.HighLineKites.com
Into The Blue
11101 S.R. 1
Pt. Reyes Station, CA 94956
415/663-1147
www.into-theblue.com
Kite Flite Of San Diego
Seaport Village
San Diego, CA 92101
619/234-KITE
www.kiteflitesd.com
Must Like Mud
701 Aldo Avenue, Unit 43
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408/914-8812
info@mustlikemud.com
San Francisco Kite Company
Pier 41, Fisherman’s Wharf
San Francisco, CA 94133
415/291-8770
www.sfkites.com
Second Wind
1805 N. Highway 1
Bodega Bay, CA, 94923
707/875-WIND
www.secondwindfun.com
Wind Wizard
771 Myrna Drive
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
805/271-4747
www.windwizard.com
Wind & Fun Kites
Burns Valley Mall
14824 Olympic Drive
Clearlake, CA 95422
707/994-KITE
www.windandfunkites.com
Up Up And Away Kites
139½ Main Street
Seal Beach, CA 90740
562/596-7661
www.upupandawaykites.com
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COLORADO

Into The Wind
1408 Pearl Street
Boulder, CO 80302
800/541-0314
www.intothewind.com

INDIANA

Play With The Wind
17933 Williamsburg Drive
Granger, IN 46530
574/315-6231
playwind@comcast.net

Rocky Mountain Ag
5668 E. Hwy 160
Monte Vista, CO 81144
719/852-3241
bug@amigo.net

Windsongs
Riverside Market
Michigan City, IN 46360
219/874-5864
kitesnflags@yahoo.com

DELAWARE

IOWA

Rehoboth Toy and Kite Company
1 Virginia Avenue
Rehoboth, DE 19971
302/226-KITE
www.rehobothkite.com
Rehoboth Toy and Kite Company
67 Rehoboth Avenue
Rehoboth, DE 19971
302/227-6996

FLORIDA

Midwest Kites
3566 Heatherton Drive
Davenport, IA 52804
563/823-8337
www.midwestkites.com

KANSAS

Kansas Kite Connection
1806 16th Street
Great Bend, KS 67530-4110
316/793-6164

Extreme Kites
3930 A1A S
St. Augustine, FL 32080
904/461 9415
www.extremekitesonline.com

Wind Heaven
10939 East Harry
Wichita, KS 67207
877/604-WIND
www.windheaven.com

KiteStop.com Online Store
www.kitestop.com

MAINE

Lighten Up Kites
348 S. Park Ave
Winter Park, FL 32789
407/644-3528
www.facebook.com/lightenupkites
Windworks Inc.
13009 Village Blvd
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
727/320-9463
www.floridawindworks.com
Zephyr Kites
www.zephyrkites.com

GEORGIA

Piedmont Kites
1451 Piedmont Ave, Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30309
404/815-4271
www.piedmontkites.com

IDAHO

Sunrise Kites
460 Cleveland Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
208/524-5551
sunrisekites@cableone.net

ILLINOIS

Ade’s Kites
701 North Point Drive
Winthrop Harbor, IL 60096
847/731-6081
www.adeskites.com
Chicago Kite/Kite Harbor
5445 N. Harlem
Chicago, IL 60656
773/467-1428
www.chicagokite.com
The Kite Site
105 W. Main
Cabery, IL 60919
815/953-8303
www.thekitesite.net

Cricket’s Corner
41 Shore Road
Ogunquit, ME 03907
207/646-2262
www.cricketscornertoys.com

MARYLAND

The Kite Loft
511 Boardwalk
Ocean City, MD 21842
410/289-7855
www.kiteloft.com
Nocturnal Sports
5016 Waterloo Road
Ellicott City, MD 21043
203/727-3396
www.nocturnalsports.com

MASSACHUSETTS
Blue Hill Observatory
Top of Great Blue HIll
Observatory Road
Milton, MA 02186
617/696-0562
www.bluehill.org

Sea Side Kites
293 Nantasket Avenue
Hull, MA 02045
781/925-3277
www.SeaSideKites.com

MICHIGAN

Air-Fun Kites
167 S. Hancock Street
Pentwater, MI 49449
888/AIR-FUN1
www.airfunkites.net
Kiteman Jack’s
Newman Street at The Pier
East Tawas, MI 48730
989/362-4615
kitemanjacks@aol.com
Kites & Fun Things
1049 S. Main Street
Plymouth, MI 48170
734/454-3760
www.skyburner.com

Merchants in BOLD sell Kiting!

MISSOURI

Flying High With Charon
5633 Carlton Drive
St. Louis, MO 63049
636/677-3029
charon56@sbcglobal.net

Montana

Livingston Kite Company
113 W. Callender St.
Livingston, MT 59047
406/222-5483
www.facebook.com/livingstonkitecompany

NEBRASKA

Breeze Catchers
5428 S. 185th Street
Omaha, NE 68135
402/895-2331
www.breezecatchers.net
Picture Pretty Kites
6512 N. 44th St
Omaha, NE 68112
402/333-0322
www.pictureprettykites.com

NEVADA

A Wind of Change
3870 Russell Road
Las Vegas, NV 89118
702/736-1476
www.awindofchange.com

NORTH DAKOTA
Prairie Wind Kite Company
207 Cimarron Drive
Roseglen, ND 58775
701/743-4500

OHIO

What’s Up
4500 Chagrin River Road
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
440/247-4222
judy@kitesonaroll.com

Oklahoma

Kites In The Sky
www.kitesinthesky.net

OREGON

Gomberg Kite Productions Int’l.
P.O. Box 113
Neotsu, OR 97364
541/996-3083
www.gombergkites.com
In The Breeze
PO Box 6417
Bend, OR 97708
www.inthebreeze.com
kitelife.com
1236 N. Killingsworth Street, #3
Portland, OR 97217
503/890-0280
www.kitelife.com

Windpower Sports
3111 S. Valley View #A-1116
Las Vegas, NV 89102
702/220-4340
www.windpowersports.com

Northwest Winds - Lincoln City
130 SE Hwy 101
Lincoln City, OR 97368
541/994-1004
www.NWWinds.biz

NEW JERSEY

Northwest Winds - Seaside
19 Broadway
Seaside, OR 97138
541/994-1004
www.NWWinds.biz

Cobra Kites
2608 Rt. 37E
Toms River, NJ 08753
732/270-2112
www.cobrakites.com

NEW MEXICO

WeCree8 Kites
2314 Sudderth Drive
Ruidoso, NM 88345
575/257-5575
www.ruidosokitefestival.com

NEW YORK

Celtic Winds
8 Hale Hollow Road
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520
484/554-5225
www.celticwinds.net

NORTH CAROLINA
Flying Smiles Kites
Corolla Town Center
Corolla, NC 27927
252/453-8442
www.flyingsmileskites.com

Kites Unlimited - Atlantic Beach
Atlantic Station Shopping Center
PO Box 2278
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512
252/247-7011
www.kitesandbirds.com
Kitty Hawk Kites
PO Box 1839
Nags Head, NC 27959
877-359-8447
www.kittyhawk.com

Phantom Star Design
2818 SE 23rd Dr #C-3
Lincoln City, OR 97367
541/994-5812
www.phantomstarkites.com
Yachats Mercantile
130 N. Highway 101
Yachats, OR 97498
541/547-3060

PENNSYLVANIA

Burlesque Kites
1670 Limeport Pike
Coopersburg, PA 18036
610/965-0867
www.kitesonconsignment.com

Rascal Kites
PO Box 1493
Lansdale, PA 19446
215/527-4930
www.rascalkites.com
Windstar Kites
203 Ridgeway Drive
Baden, PA 15005
724/869-4488
www.windstarkites.com

Rhode Island
Kitt Kites
478 Thames Street
Newport, RI 02840
401/244-5264
www.kittkites.com

Narragansett Flags and Kites
909 Boston Neck Road
Narragansett, RI 02882
401/782-0318
www.riflags.com

SOUTH CAROLINA
Dyna Kite Corp
5628A Amboy Avenue
North Charleston, SC 29406
843/744-6410
larry@dynakite.com
Kites Fly’n Hi
The Rainbow Market
40 N. Market Street
Charleston, SC 29401
843/577-3529

Tennessee

Flags and Kites
3846 Shores Road
Murfreesboro, TN 37128
615-896-7201
www.flagsandkites.com

TEXAS

B & S Kites
2812 Padre Blvd., Ste. B
South Padre Island, TX 78597
956/761-1248
www.bskites.com
Big Mike’s Kites
8851 CR 946
Celina, TX 75009
214/406-7852
www.bigmikeskites.com
Family Fun Kites
14100 South Hwy. 281
Santo, TX 76472
817/360-2720
www.familyfunkites.com
Fly It Port A
405 Cut Off Road
Port Aransas, TX 78373
361/749-4190
www.facebook.com/pages/
Fly-It-Port-A-Kite
G&Z International
11424 Chairman Drive
Dallas, TX 75243
214/342-1900
www.gzintlinc.com

New Tech Kites
7208 McNeil Drive, #207
Austin, TX 78729
512/250-0485
www.newtechkites.com

Ocean Shores Kites
172 W. Chance A La Mer
Ocean Shores, WA 98569
360/289-4103
oceanshoreskites@techline.com

VIRGINIA

The Kite Shoppe
866/ROK-KAKU
www.thekiteshoppe.com
Pizazz Kiteworks
PO Box 266
Coupeville, WA 98239
360/678-6266
www.pizazzkites.com

Hang-em High Fabrics
1420 Yale Avenue
Richmond, VA 23224
804/233-6155
www.citystar.com/hang-em-high
It’s A Breeze Specialties
8221 Little Florida Road
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
804/779-0183
www.itsabreez.com
Jackite, Inc.
3612 W. Neck Road
Virginia Beach, VA 23456
877/522-5483
www.jackite.com
Life’s A Breeze Kites
2125 Staples Mill Road
Richmond, VA 23230
804/405-4515
duty@mindspring.com

WASHINGTON

Above It All Kites
312 Pacific Avenue
Long Beach, WA 98631
360/642-3541
www.aboveitallkites.com
Big Kid Kites
14236 142nd Avenue NE
Renton, WA 98059
206/713-2366
www.bigkidkites.com
Brooxes.com
312 N 83rd Street
Seattle, WA 98103
www.brooxes.com
Goodwinds.com
2816 Old Hwy 99 S Road, Suite #4
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
360/588-4785
www.goodwinds.com

WISCONSIN

Aerial Stunt Kites®
121 Wrigley Drive
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
262/249-0631
www.askites.com
Fish Creek Kite Company
3903 Highway 42
Fish Creek, WI 54212
920/868-3769
www.fishcreekkites.com
Gift of Wings
1500 N. Lincoln Memorial Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53202
414/273-5483
www.giftofwings.com
Gift of Wings
9955 W. Saint Martins Road
Franklin, WI 53132
414/425-8002
www.giftofwings.com
Unique Flying Objects
2022 Washington Street
Two Rivers, WI 54241
866/UFO-4FUN
www.uniqueflyingobjects.com

WYOMING

Have Kite Will Fly
2141 Essex
Casper, WY 82604
307/472-0753

AUSTRALIA

Great Winds Kite Company
312 N. 83rd Street
Seattle, WA 98103
www.greatwinds.com

Kitepower Queensland
2/10 -22 Hornibrook Esplanade,
Clontarf
Queensland Australia 4019
(+61) 7 3284 1186
www.kitepower.com.au

Hi-Flyers
55 Main Street
Pacific Beach, WA 98571
360/276-8377
hi-flyers@coastaccess.com

Kitepower Australia 3
302 Grand Parade
Sans Souci
Sydney, NSW 2219
(+61) 2 9529 6894
Kitepower Australia
386 La Trobe Tce
Geelong VIC 3220
(+61) 3 5229 5899

OzFeathers
P. O. Box 758,
Willunga, SA 5172
(+61) 8 8556 2681
www.ozfeathers.com.au

CANADA

Aerosport - NB
439 Vanier St. E
Dieppe, NB E1A 6X3
506/854-4042
Boreal Kites/Gothic Design
45960 Sparta Line
Saint Thomas, ON N5P 3S8
519/775-2527
eric@gothicdesign.ca
Great Canadian Kite Company
4517 Harvest Green
Taber, AB T1G 1A1
877/382-3956
www.canadiankitecompany.com
Le Gite Du Cerf Volant
935 Rte De La Seigneurie
Saint-Roch-des-Aulnaies
PQ G0R 4E0
418/354-2182
www.legiteducerfvolant.ca
The Kite Guys
2420 Morris Crescent
Airdrie, AB T4A 2B8
www.kiteguys.ca

JAPAN

AGAIN
Joyfull Tsurumai 1F
3-14-16 Chiyoda Naka Ku
Nagoya, Achi 460-0012
(+81) 52-339-3830
www.agagas.co.jp/again

NETHERLANDS
Bults.Biz_KAP.com
Broek 2a
Holthees 5824AC
(+31) 478-636707
www.KAPshop.com

SCOTLAND

Gentles Limited
11 Corbiehill Avenue
Edinburgh, EH4 5DT
(+44) 131-3365472
sales@gentles.ltd.uk

United Kingdom
Kiteworld UK
6 Cottage Grove
Clacton-on-Sea
Essex CO16 8DQ
United Kingdom
www.kiteworld.co.uk

Grandmaster Kites
216 W. Third Street, P. O. Box 276
Mifflinville, PA 18631
570/759-3167
www.grandmasterkites.com
KitesRUs
1482 River Road
New Hope, PA 18938
866/548-WIND
www.kitesrus.com
Kite Studio
5555 Hamilton Blvd.
Wescosville, PA 18106
610/395-3560
www.kitebuilder.com
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AKA Directory
american kitefliers
association
Mel Hickman, Executive Director
Mailing: PO Box 22365, Portland, OR 97269
Phone/Fax: 609/755-KITE (5483)
Web: www.kite.org
E-mail: xd@aka.kite.org

officers and
executive committee

John Barresi, President
Portland, OR
503/890-0280
president@aka.kite.org
Gayle Woodul, First Vice President
Marble Falls, TX
830/598-2414
vp1@aka.kite.org
Linda Sanders, Second Vice President
Willunga, SA Australia
(+61) 88556 2681
vp2@aka.kite.org
Rod Beamguard, Treasurer
Vancouver, WA
360/574-8050
treasurer@aka.kite.org
Alexa King, Secretary
Tacoma, WA
253/531-4924
secretary@aka.kite.org
Simon Crafts, Director at Large
Vanlue, OH
419/721-4888 dal3@aka.kite.org
Mike Mosman, Director at Large
Columbia, MD
410/290-8085
dal4@aka.kite.org

Web/Internet Outreach
Kite Records
Education
National Kite Month

John Gillespie
Jim Martin Jr.
Glenn Davison
Mike Mosman

festivals / competitions

Fighter Kites
Kitemaking
Sport Kites
Kite Art
Kite Aerial Photography

Sharon Champie 707/545-6737
Pete Ross 810/986-9430
Ann Vondriska 708/423-8329
Rob Cembalest 512/554-5933
Jim Powers 610/659-2094

administration
Ways & Means
Contract Services
Safety & Insurance
By-laws
Archives & Records
Elections
Nominations

Marla Miller 253/752-7051
Gayle Woodul 830/598-2414
Ted Manekin 716/639-7679
Mel Hickman 609/755-KITE
Gayle Woodul 830/598-2414
Kathy Brinnehl 630/271-0765

promotion & membership

Membership
Renewal and Retention
International
Industry Liaison
Club Liaison
Merchandising

Linda Sanders (+61) 88556 2681
Mel Hickman 609/755-KITE
Linda Sanders (+61) 88556 2681
Will Smoot 540/471-4949
Todd Little 717/975-2852
Amy Doran 609/755-KITE

annual meeting
Annual Meeting Bob Kelly 703/437-7312
Fly Market Ron Lindner 636/677-3029
Auction Greg Lamoureux 781/925-3277

	
  
	
  
National Convention,
Competition, and
Festival
	
  
October 8-13, 2013
Seaside, Oregon USA
	
  
	
  
	
  
For	
  more	
  information	
  
contact:	
  
	
  
Bob	
  Kelly	
  
Convention	
  Chairman	
  at	
  
convention@aka.kite.org	
  

KITING magazine

Phil Broder, Editor
805 43rd Street S, Birmingham, AL 35222
609/602-0130
E-mail: kiting.ed@aka.kite.org

	
  
	
  
Autumn issue deadline: July 20
Winter issue deadline: October 20
Spring issue deadline: January 20
Summer issue deadline: April 20
Send address changes to
UpdateAKA@aka.kite.org

Founded in 1964 by Robert M. Ingraham, the American Kitefliers Association is a nonprofit organization dedicated to educating the public in the
art, history, technology, and practice of building and flying kites.
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The Great Kite Auction will be one of the highlights of the
Convention. It will have a western theme (bring your gear)
and wonderful stuff to buy. Remember, a large part of
AKA’s annual budget comes from the Auction, so please
donate items to make this fund-raiser a success. Thanks for
your generous, tax-deductible contributions.

415/927-7430
704/535-4696
781/359-3421
410/290-8085

Glenn Davison, Director at Large
Boston, MA
781/359-3421 dal6@aka.kite.org

Kiting is published quarterly by the American Kitefliers
Association and distributed free to members. Please
contact the editor for information on submissions,
advertising, and deadlines.

GREAT	
  KITE	
  AUCTION	
  —	
  SATURDAY	
  EVENING	
  

education & public service

Bob Kelly, Director at Large
Reston, VA
703/437-7312
dal5@aka.kite.org

½ Sail

Convention	
  Highlights	
  

aka committees

	
  
	
  
	
  
Logo	
  designed	
  by	
  	
  
Joanna	
  Chen

EARLY	
  BIRD	
  RECEPTION	
  —	
  TUESDAY	
  AFTERNOON	
  
This AKA sponsored Ice Breaker is a fun start to the week.
Meet new participants and reminisce with old friends. Join
with others and make arrangements for dinner after. And,
for newcomers this is a MUST DO – come let us meet and
greet you!

ALL	
  DAY,	
  EVERY	
  DAY	
  
Great fun all day every day: on-the-beach flying for
anyone who wants to put up a kite. How can you go
wrong? This is mixed with some "How to Fly" tutorials,
daily mass ascensions, and fun and games. What a deal!

Schedule	
  of	
  Events	
  
(preliminary,	
  subject	
  to	
  change)	
  

TUESDAY,	
  OCTOBER	
  8	
  
Registration, auction receiving, early bird reception.

WEDNESDAY,	
  OCTOBER	
  9	
  
Registration; auction receiving; workshops; seminars; mass
ascension; sport kite, fighter kite, and indoor competitions.

THURSDAY,	
  OCTOBER	
  10	
  
Registration; auction receiving; bag raffle; workshops;
seminars; mass ascension; sport kite, fighter kite, and
kitemakers competitions; fun and games; annual business
meeting.

FRIDAY,	
  OCTOBER	
  11	
  
Registration; auction receiving; bag raffle; workshops;
seminars; mass ascension; sport kite, fighter kite, and
kitemakers competitions; fun and games; miniature kite
and pin challenges.

SATURDAY,	
  OCTOBER	
  12	
  
Registration; bag raffle; workshop; seminars;
ascension; fun and games; auction and banquet.

mass

SUNDAY,	
  OCTOBER	
  13	
  
Workshops; seminars; mass ascension; rokkaku battles;
fun and games; public games; awards banquet.

Convention	
  Headquarters	
  
Shilo	
  Oceanfront	
  Resort	
  ($79	
  -‐	
  $129)	
  
30	
  North	
  Prom,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  738-‐9571	
  
shiloinns.com/search_results.asp?PI=CSSOR	
  

Other	
  Accommodation	
  
Best	
  Western	
  Ocean	
  View	
  Resort	
  ($90	
  -‐	
  $176)	
  
414	
  North	
  Prom,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  738-‐3334	
  
oceanviewresort.com	
  

Motel	
  6	
  ($65.64)	
  
2369	
  S	
  Roosevelt	
  Dr,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  738-‐6269	
  
www.motel6.com	
  

Guesthouse	
  Inn	
  ($90	
  -‐	
  $110)	
  
2455	
  S	
  Roosevelt	
  Dr,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  738-‐8971	
  
guesthouseintl.com/hotels/Seaside	
  

Rivertide	
  Suites	
  Hotel	
  ($110	
  -‐	
  $160)	
  
102	
  N	
  Holladay	
  Dr,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  717-‐1100	
  
rivertidesuites.com	
  

Holiday	
  Inn	
  Express	
  ($105	
  -‐	
  $165)	
  
34	
  N	
  Holladay	
  Dr,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  717-‐8000	
  
ihg.com/holidayinnexpress/hotels/us/en/seaside/ss
dor/hoteldetail	
  

Sundowner	
  Motor	
  Inn	
  ($86.33	
  -‐	
  $124.10)	
  
125	
  Oceanway	
  St,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  738-‐8301	
  
tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-‐g52061-‐d282448-‐
Reviews-‐Sundowner_Motor_Inn_of_Seaside-‐
Seaside_Oregon.html	
  

Inn	
  at	
  Seaside	
  ($89	
  -‐	
  $99)	
  
441	
  2nd	
  Ave,	
  Seaside,	
  OR	
  97138	
  
503	
  738-‐0581	
  
innatseaside.com/www.php	
  

Basic	
  Information	
  
You are encouraged to stay at the Shilo. This will be "where it's at." This is the place for
registration, notices, the bag raffle, and auction receiving. All outside flying will be on the beach
in front of the hotel. Part of the beach will be roped off (for competitions); part will not be roped
off (for free flying anytime). Indoor flying will be at the Seaside High School, 1901 North
Holladay Drive. Banquets will be at the Seaside Convention Center, 415 First Avenue.

Registration	
  
BASIC	
  REGISTRATION	
  
Includes one Saturday banquet, one Sunday banquet, one patch, and admission to all
convention events.

ONE-‐DAY	
  REGISTRATION	
  
Includes admission to all of that scheduled day’s events with the exception of competitions and
banquets. Banquet tickets may be purchased separately. Only full convention registrants are
allowed to compete in trophy or Grand National Competitions.

CHILD	
  DISCOUNT	
  
Registrants under 15 years not participating in the Grand National Competitions are entitled to
a 20% discount.

BANQUET	
  TICKETS	
  
Registration includes a ticket to each of two banquets. If you have guests attending the
banquets, you may buy additional tickets for $45 -$50, depending on the day. Because we must
order the number of dinners in advance, extra banquet tickets must be purchased in advance
and are non-refundable.

REFUNDS	
  
AKA’s refund policy states that any registration cancelled prior to September 15 will be
refunded less a $20 processing fee. There will be no refunds after September 15.
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Registration	
  Form	
  
(please	
  register	
  on-‐line	
  at	
  http://www.kite.org	
  if	
  you	
  can)
____________________________________
Name

_______________________
1st name for badge

________________
Membership no.

____________________________________

_______________________

________________

Name

1st name for badge

Membership no.

Early Registration
postmarked by August 14th
Regular Registration
postmarked by September 15
Late Registration
after September 15, at door only
Child Registration 20% Discount

Basic
1-day (circle day)
W T F S S
Basic
1-day (circle day)
W T F S S
Basic
1-day (circle day)
W T F S S

Saturday
Ala Carte Banquet Ticket
1 provided with each registration
Sunday
Cloisonne Pin
Patch (extra; 1 provided with each registration)
Hat
S - XL
2X - 3X
Short Sleeve T
4X
5X
S - XL
Short Sleeve Crewneck
2X - 3X
S - XL
Ladies Short Sleeve V-neck T
2X - 3X
M - XL
2X
Polo
3X - 4X
M - XL
2X
Hoodie
3X
S - XL
Denim Shirt (mens)
2X - 3X
S - XL
Denim Shirt (womens)
2X - 3X

Pre-ordered merchandise will be available at the
convention. Merchandise may not be available if you
don't pre-order.

Payment
Method:
Credit Card #
Name on
Card

❑ Check

❑ MasterCard

Quantity (& size)

Cost
$175.00

Total

$65.00
$190.00
$75.00
$215
$90.00
$45.00
$50.00
$7.00
$8.00
$20.00
$25.00
$30.00
$34.00
$40.00
$32.00
$34.00
$25.00
$30.00
$40.00
$44.00
$50.00
$48.00
$58.00
$62.00
$34.00
$38.00
$34.00
$38.00
Registration Total
Merchandise Total
Order Total

❑ Discover

❑

VISA

Expiration
Date

❑ American
Express

Security Code
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Fightin’ Words

	
  
Registration	
  Form	
  (continued)

Fighter Games

Please check the following where applicable:

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

I plan to enter the Kitemakers Competition with _____# kites
I plan to enter the Fighter Kite Competition
I would like vegetarian meals
I have the following accessibility needs:

Helpers	
  needed!	
  
I plan to arrive in Seaside on 10/____/2013 and depart on 10/____/2013
Please check the area you would like to help.
Convention Registration
Wherever I am needed
Auction:

❑

Receiving

Sport Kite Competition:
Kitemakers Competition:

❑ Set Up ❑ Cashier
❑ Judge ❑ Field Director
❑ Judge ❑ Registration

❑
❑

Pit Boss
Field Staff

Waiver	
  
In consideration for the right to compete, as well as participate in the American Kitefliers
Association 36th Annual National Convention, ("the Event”), I hereby hold the American
Kitefliers Association, The City of Seaside, the Shilo Hotel, the sponsors, promoters and any and
all other persons associated with the Event harmless and release them from any and all liability
in connection with my participation. I further agree that the Event may use without payment,
permission, or restriction, any photograph, film, or tape in which I may appear for any purpose
whatsoever. NOTE: By signing on behalf of a participant less than 18 years old, the parent or guardian also expressly

agrees to all of the above agreements.

I have read the release of liability and understand it:
Signature or Parent/Guardian Signature____________________________________Date________

Signature or Parent/Guardian Signature____________________________________Date________

Mail	
  Completed	
  Registrations	
  to	
  
AKA Convention Registration
PO Box 22365
Portland, OR 97269
Make checks payable to AKA Convention. Include credit card information on all registration
forms not mailed with a check.
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Andy Selzer

W

This is my First AKA Convention

___________________________________________________________________________

❑
❑

by

hile most seasoned veterans of fighter kite flying enjoy the line
touch competitions, there are many newer fliers who would
rather not compete at that level. What is needed is a way to let all
enjoy flying their fighter kites without the pressure of competition.
Enter if you will into the realm of fighter kite games! The good thing
from an organizer’s standpoint is there is no score to keep if you
don’t want to. The two important things to remember are improving flyer skills and having fun. What you put together is up to your
imagination.
With an eye toward improving all-around skills I like to test
several things: diving straight down and recovering, making a straight
pass, and spinning the kite. All of these tests can be done without
extra field setup outside of a starting line behind which every flier
should stand. To make it a little more interesting and challenging,
borrowing an idea from Bruce Lambert, you can set up two extra lines
vertically out into the flying field. These lines should be about 20’ to
the left and right of center. The straight dive should be accomplished
in the center area. Along with that you can have your fliers spin their
kites in any of the three areas created by the two ropes. Another
good test of dive and recover skills is to set up two banner poles
horizontally to the fliers and put a line between them. The object
here is to dive down and touch the line and recover without hitting
the ground. Then there is lawn-darting, or hitting a target on the
ground. Here you place a target on the ground — say a circle made
of rope about 6’ in diameter — and have fliers attempt to land within
the circle. The straight pass is accomplished by having the fliers start
from one side or the other and attempt to make as straight as possible a pass across the middle of the flying field. You can also test the
newer flier’s skill by pulling the kite straight up from a hand launch.
With a helper holding the kite at a distance of 75’ from the flyer have
them pull it from their hand and attempt to take it straight up to as
close to vertical as the wind conditions will allow.
For those wishing to test their skills further, there are a couple
of more popular events. Perhaps one of the best is knocking cups off
of poles set at various heights and distances. What you’ll need are
some plastic cups and poles with a limber enough top to hold the cup
yet hopefully not knock down the kite. To this end a lot of folks use
a solid carbon rod about .080” to .125” to hold up the cups. If you’re
keeping score here you can set a time limit and grounding limit. Next
on that list of events is pasting to a screen. Set up a mesh screen
that is about 3’ square and on poles about 5’ high. The object is to
spin your kite in front of the screen and let the wind paste it onto
it. Another test is to set up a
couple of banner poles around
10’ high and 10’ apart with a
line between them. This time
set them so they face away
from the fliers in a vertical
line. The object here is to fly
under the line between the
poles.
The ideas go on and on. If
you have an idea for an event,
bring it with you to your next
flying challenge. Remember,
most importantly, to fly your
fighter kite and get that smiley face. k
Winter
Summer2012
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Kite Plan

Sam and Cari King’s Shield Kite

45 inches

16.5 inches

REINFORCEMENTS
Using Diagram
u
1 as a guide,
6 inches
sew down the
white Dacron
reinforcements to
their corresponding
36 inches
locations on
the back side
of the sail.
Sew only the
outside arc.
I like a small
zig-zag for
this. I use
either scotch
or masking
tape to tape
the pieces
in place.
Remove the
tape as the
needle gets to that portion. When done, you should have six
reinforcements sewn to the
D2
back of the kite.

v

w

EDGE BINDING
Use 1” ¾ ounce nylon to edge
bind your kite. Fold this in half
along the length of the edge
binding. Sew one long edge,
then the other, then the top
(zig zag). Hot cut the excess
along the kite edge to seal
the ends. For the curves on
the bottom half of the kite,
remember that a very small
length of each curve is merely
a straight line. Go slow, stitching down an inch or two at a
time. Try to keep the sail flat
on your table and allow the
binding to pucker as necessary
(it will flatten out as the kite
is tensioned). I use a wider zigzag for this, which helps the
fabric ease a bit.

D3

POCKETS
Fold the Dacron pocket pieces in half and tape in place according to Diagram 2. Sew as indicated in Diagram 3 to attach the
pockets to the kite. Tack each end. I also run back and forth
a couple of
D4
times at the
x
edges of the
angled bit
to tack that
down well.
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SPAR CROSS
y
CHANNEL
Center the 1⅛”
Dacron circle on
the top corner
pockets and on
the pocket at
the top of the
kite. Sew the
circle to the
sail with a small zig-zag stitch. See Diagram 4. Construct the
channel by centering the 7/8” x 1⅛” Dacron rectangle on the
1” x 1” Dacron rectangle. The short ends of each face top
and bottom. Sew the smaller rectangle to the larger by sewing
along ONLY the top and bottom edges with a straight stitch.
Sew this assembly, with the smaller rectangle facing up, in the
center of the
D6
1⅛” Dacron
D6
circle. Sew
only along
z
the left and
right edges
of the larger
rectangle.
Warning: Do not sew across the smaller rectangle. See Diagram
5.
D5

SPINE TENSIONING POCKET
• Fold ¼” of one end of the 1” x 6” Dacron rectangle over
and sew down (creating the diagonally shaded portion).
See Diagram
6.
{
D7
• Sew down D7
the loop
Velcro on
that end of
the 1” x 6” Dacron rectangle. See Diagram 6.
• Sew the hook Velcro centered on the 1” x 2” Dacron rectangle. See Diagram 6.
• Sew the 1” x 2” Dacron rectangle (with attached hook
Velcro) onto the 1” x 6” Dacron rectangle by sewing only
the long sides of the rectangle to create a channel. See
Diagram 7.
• If you would like a tail attachment point, sew the flat
webbing with knot on the back of the 1” x 6” Dacron rectangle with the unknotted end adjacent to the hook Velcro
reinforcement. See Diagram 7.
SPINE TENSIONING POCKET ONTO SAIL
Align the completed spine tensioning
pocket on the sail
as indicated. The D8
tail attachment
webbing, if present, should extend
|
off the bottom of
the kite. Sew down
by following the

dotted line path. The pointed end of the path should be on the
bottom of the kite, approximately ¼” from the edge of the sail
(mid-way across the edge binding). See Diagram 8.
BRIDLE ATTACHMENT REINFORCEMENT AND POINTS
The top two bridle points are centered on the top side pockets, 9½” from the center of the kite. Trim the corners of the
adhesive
D9
backed
}
Dacron
squares.
Center one
of these on
each bridle
point and
stick to the
back of the kite. Hot cut a hole at the bridle points indicated.
The bottom bridle point is centered on the kite approximately
8-10” from the bottom of the kite. The exact position is not
critical so adjustments can be made to fit your sail design.
Hot cut two holes about ½” apart centered on the spine in the
middle of this reinforcement.
STICKS
The spine is .220” carbon tube. Slip a medium end cap on one
end and put that end into the top pocket. Tension the kite and
mark the spar at the bottom of the kite. Cut on your mark and
slip on the second
medium end cap. Do
not put into kite yet.
The cross spar is .230”
carbon reinforced
fiberglass tube. Slip a
large end cap on one
end and put that end
into one of the top
corner pockets. Tension the kite and mark
approximately ⅛”
from the end of the
opposite pocket. Cut
on the mark and slip
on the second large
end cap. Measure
twice, cut once. Do
not put into kite yet.
The bottom tensioning
spar is .010” solid fiSam King, Judy Brown, and a pointy- berglass cut at 28¾”.
topped variant of the shield kite.
Slip a small end cap
on each end. Do not
put into kite yet.
STRINGS
The top bow line is 58” long. Fold 10” over at one end and
tie a loop using a figure of eight knot. Repeat this process at
the other end of the string. You’ll end up with a 16” length in
the middle with a 10” loop at each end. Using a prusik knot,
attach one loop onto one end of the cross spar. Slide the cross
spar through the horizontal portion of the cross spar channel
and then tie the other loop onto the opposite end of the spar
with a prussic knot. Now you can install the spar in the pockets. This will take some effort, but this spar does not come out
of the kite, so you only have to do it once. The shortest length

of string is for the bottom tensioning spar line. Tie a small 2-3”
loop in one end. Using a double larkshead knot, tie this to the
bottom tensioning spar. Install the spar into the kite. Run the
free end of the line through the spine tensioning channel then
towards the front of the kite through a hot cut hole. Run the
free end to the back of the kite through the second hot cut
hole and back through the spine tensioning channel. Tie this
end to the downward portion of the line using a trucker’s hitch
(sliding) knot. You can control the amount of tension the bottom spar exerts on the outside of the kite skin by tensioning
this knot. Install the spine and tension the kite.
This kite utilizes a T-shaped bridle. Take one bridle leg
and run it from the front of the kite, through the hot cut hole
in the reinforcement at one of the top bridle points and tie to
the cross spar using an overhand slider knot. Repeat this process to tie the other end of this line through the opposite top
bridle point. In the remaining bridle line, tie a small 3-4” loop
in one end. Attach this to the top bridle point using a double
larkshead knot. Center this knot on the top bridle leg. Run
the other end of this line towards the back of the kite through
one of the holes at the bottom bridle point, around the spine,
and then back towards
the front of the kite
through the other hole.
Tie a bowline knot,
leaving a healthy loop
as this will allow you a
bigger loop to slip the
spine through when you
assemble the kite. Add
a pig tail and you’re
ready to fly! k
Find expanded plans and
diagrams at KITING+!
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José Sainz

B

orn under vibrant Mexican skies, master kite artist José
Sainz looks back at childhood remembering the series of
“one-day kites” he and his siblings built with their mom and
grandmother. “We knew we were going to trash those kites.”
Ruff-and-tumble ephemeral child’s play petered out before
middle school but his kiting passion reawakened in his thirties
and tugged his creative life skyward as he splashed headlong
onto the kitemaking scene in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
By day a science-minded planner with the San Diego Electric Company, José recalls kites found him when he abandoned
his lunch to see what a coworker did when he mysteriously
slipped away on breaks. Tagging along, José returned with
an appetite for stunt kites. “I was hooked by the end of the
week.” Squeezing in fun between shifts became routine as
José journeyed into his second career in kiting.
Fate met karma and José’s soon-to-be mentor entered the
picture. José met Randy Tom, master appliqué kitemaker and
founder of the legendary Hyperkites, during a casual fly at a
San Diego park. The two became friends and Randy’s audacious
kites inspired José to dream big about kitemaking. Conveniently, José worked only a few minutes away from Randy’s
shop and he could dash there on his breaks. Aspiring to make
beautiful kites of his own, José asked Randy for help. Not
wanting to stifle the wishful kitemaker’s individuality, Randy
said, “‘if you have questions, ask’” but he never said, “‘do
this, do that.’” Eager to learn and full of questions, this teach-
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by Patti Gibbons
ing model was a
perfect fit. José
recalls, “It was
obvious from day
one that he was
allowing me to
be part of his life
and learn from it
rather than him
telling me how to
do it.” José recalls back through
his informal apprenticeship that
Randy pushed and
guided him to
find his own style
and visual voice.
“He wasn’t easy
on me, which is
good…he picked
out things I didn’t
even notice.” To
make better kites,
Randy pointed out
subtle irregularities in his stitches
and suggested
that José carve out a larger sewing area because choppy lines
often indicate starts and stops associated with adjusting fabric
in a cramped workspace. Problem identified and easily solved,
Randy’s quick insight helped José take his handiwork to the
next level.
Initially needing a push to try his hand at sewing, with
practice, encouragement, and guidance, José eventually
settled in comfortably at the pedal of a sewing machine. Coming from a family of accomplished tailors, José’s mother was
an expert seamstress who worked for a suitmaker and, as a
freelancer, created closets full of evening wear. Throughout his
childhood, José casually watched his mother fashion intricate
gowns, and unknowingly the admiring son tucked away valuable sewing tips for his future kitemaking projects.
Known for his eye-catching graphics and splashy color
combinations, José’s style developed over the years and won
many prizes. Initially, “I wanted to find something that was
both new to the kiting community and, yet, bold and striking
so that it can be recognized as my work.” In 1989 José sought
out a project for his first kitemaking competition and focused
on a palette of vivid Aztec and Mayan designs that he always
admired. As a relative newcomer José conquered colossal projects and confirmed his place in competitive kitemaking circles,
winning the coveted Grand National Championships in 1992 and
again in 1994. His impressive winning streak turned heads and
José quickly made a name for himself in the kitemaking community.
Never resting on comfortable laurels, over time José
continued to adapt and explore his craft. “I’m evolving in
different ways,” and experiments with different forms of

www.skyartsainz.com

Voices From The Vault

kitemaking. After visiting France’s
premiere kite festival in Dieppe, José
became enchanted by the “delicate
pieces of art” he saw flittering in the
coastal skies. José returned stateside
with an interest in making paper kites
and studied Scott Skinner’s kite books
closely for guidance. José swiftly took
to the medium and befriended paper
and bamboo, mastering yet another
breed of kites.
In more recent years, José further
connects himself to the kiting community through committee work with
the AKA and the Drachen Foundation,
and beyond the boardroom conference
tables, he promotes kites slightly off
the beaten path at the Burning Man festival. Kiting ambassador and longtime
member of Burning Man’s DOTA (De-

partment of Tethered Aviation), José shares
kites and wind-driven kinetic art displays with
the 50,000 itinerant art lovers who gather
annually in the Nevada desert for the weeklong art festival. Air-dancing DOTA members
lure people with their beautiful wind-filled
art pieces and “are becoming well-known in
the community and making a name for kites.”
José notes that beyond the nudity and festival
frivolity, “There’s a lot of artistic innovation”
happening in the skies of Burning Man and “it
is the art itself that holds things together.” k

Membership Application

Several chatty kitefliers let the tape
spin and recorded their memories
and thoughts about kites, kitefliers,
and the great big sky for the World
Kite Museum’s oral history archive
project. Interested in telling your
stories? Would you like to hear what
other fliers say? Got time to interview
special people in your local clubs or
friends in far away places? Feel free
to contact the Museum if you’d like
to learn more about the oral history
tapes. Contact us at info@worldkitemuseum.com.

Membership Dues

1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs.

Amount

Individual (Kiting via 3 class mail)
(Kiting via 1st class mail)

$40
$50

$78
$98

$116
$146

_________
_________

Canada, Mexico, and Overseas

$50

$98

$146

_________

Name _______________________________________

Sponsor
$125 $250
$375
(Kiting via 1st class mail, includes tax deductible contribution)

_________

Address ______________________________________

Additional family members in same household
Per person add $6/year

_________

City_________________________________________

Please remit in US$

_________

o New Member
o Renewal
o Reinstatement
o Don’t publish my name in the Directory

Home Phone ______________ Cell Phone ___________
E-mail _______________________________________
URL _________________________________________

rd

Sorry we cannot accept Canadian cheques

For information call
609/755-KITE (5483)

Send this form with your payment to:
American Kitefliers Association
P.O. Box 22365
Portland, OR 97269

Other family members joining ____________________
Visa/MC/Discover/AMEX # ________________________
Exp. _______
Signature _____________________________________

Referred by ____________________________________________
Local kite club __________________________________________

Join online at www.aka.kite.org
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Have you ever watched Lee Sedgwick use his Rev stack to play with
children? He’ll give them his Leo Lion
stuffed toy (with hooks attached),
and let them try to hook it onto the
kites. They’ll chase the stack across
the beach, and he keeps it tantalizingly out of reach, always just inches
away from the laughing children. He’s
brilliant, and the
spectators love
it.
I’ve also
seen Lee, flying
the same stack,
accidentally
knock over a
heavy speaker on
the edge of the
field, which just
missed falling on
a spectator.
Using a kite
to play with
spectators is a
game of inches.
Most of the time
things go well,
everyone laughs
and smiles, and
the kiteflier gets
a sense of accomplishment.
But when something goes wrong,
it can go really
wrong. Things get knocked over. People
get tangled up. Kites end up in places
where they shouldn’t be. When you’re
placing a wingtip on an outstretched
palm, the margin of error is razor thin.
Playing with spectators means violating nearly every rule of safe flying.
It means putting a moving kite near
roads and footpaths, flying close to
powerlines and streetlights, and hoping that the spectator — who may have
never seen a sport kite before — reacts
calmly and uses common sense. And
most fliers aren’t nearly as masterful
as Lee Sedgwick. That’s a recipe for
disaster, and it’s only a matter of time
until one happens.

YES!

Everyone wants to be part of the
fun. Coming to a kite festival just to
watch may be a good time, but taking a
kite out on the field to join in makes it
a great time. And using a Rev to involve
bystanders makes them part of the fun.
Sure, there’s a risk, but it’s minimal.
Quad-line kites are moving slowly when
they’re near spectators, not buzzing
along at high
speeds like dualline kites on the
competition field.
So a kite isn’t
going to knock
anyone down or
slice a line across
their throat.
It’s also a
chance to teach
people about how
sport kites work.
If they see how
easy they are to
control, and how
much fun they
are, they’re more
likely to buy one,
right? Kiters landing their Revs on
people’s hands are
the best salesmen Revolution
has ever had. Not
involving spectators translates into
lost dollars in kite sales.
Simply by coming out to the festival,
spectators have to assume some risk.
Anything could happen. A rokkaku cut
loose in the battle could land on them.
They might trip over a string as they walk
to the ocean. Kiters will never be able
to make kiteflying 100% safe, and some
things have so little risk involved that
they’re nearly foolproof.
Not every pilot should play with the
crowd, but for those who have the skill
and experience, and exercise proper
caution, it’s not a problem. Keep chasing kids with your kites. It’s good for the
sport! k
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KAPtions

The Brooks Leffler Story

F

by Jim Powers

irst flights always seem to have impact. Such was the case during an
early 1980s beach trip. His wife Gretchen had purchased one of the big
45’ mylar dragon kites and a fun trip to the beach over an Easter weekend
sparked a turn of events in the life of Brooks Leffler. Brooks worked in public broadcasting in Washington, DC. An avid sailor, he had an idea for doing
the next best thing on his lunch hour, and in 1978 he picked up a simple
Jalbert 7.5 Parafoil from the Air and Space Museum gift shop. Brooks hid
the small foldable kite in his briefcase and proceeded to sneak it out to the
Washington Monument during lunch. During his initial flight with his new
kite something special happened that would change his life’s journey just a
wee bit!
Turns out Brooks was not the only kiteflier that day on the mall. Joining
the parafoil in the sky was a large home-built Delta Conyne being flown
by Gray Marshall, who wandered over to chat. Gray said that the kite had
been designed by him and his father, Curtis Marshall; it was the prototype
for a new kite distributed by the Cloud Pleasers Kite Company, which was
available at a nearby kite shop. Brooks came away determined to buy or
build one for himself.
When Brooks grabs ahold of something he goes deep and fast. Brooks
quotes his son stating “anything worth doing is worth overdoing!” Shortly
after the kiteflying experience on the mall, Brooks joined the AKA and read
every back issue of KiteLines and took a deep dive into kiting. Soon, Brooks
was editing AKA News (predecessor to Kiting), and within a year had been
elected to the AKA Board of Directors.
After three years of frenzied kitebuilding, Brooks bought Kites Aweigh
in Annapolis, and wrote himself out of his day job with
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting. The kite shop was losing money when he bought it, but he kept at
it, doing everything possible to build income. He became U.S. distributor for the
UK’s Greens Kites. He designed, manufactured and marketed the Brooxes Box, a
rhomboid box kite.
After almost seven years in the kite trade, Brooks and his wife picked up and
moved to California, where Gretchen had inherited her aunt’s house. The kite
business on the Monterey Peninsula was already mature with no room for a newcomer to set up a new shop. Brooks worked for the local kite shop for a short while
and he continued his wholesale distribution business for Greens Kites.
Brooks had been introduced to kite aerial photography by Dave Town, a regular
customer at the shop in Annapolis, but he didn’t put it to use until after bringing the Greens wholesale business to California. He wanted to take a picture of a
Rainbow Stratoscoop for an ad in a 1990 issue of American Kite, and in the process
became deeply interested in KAP. As it happened, Greens also manufactured a simple KAP rig, which Brooks pressed into service for the Stratoscoop shot. After six
months of trying he was successful in capturing an aerial shot of the Stratoscoop in
flight, but when the picture ran on the back cover, Brooks received more requests
for info about the KAP rig than he did for the kite!
In 1990, AKA decided they needed paid staff, and Brooks became their first
Executive Director. In this position he fielded lots of questions related to kites,
including a few about KAP but he did not have any direct firsthand information...
but he did get interested in finding out more.
In 1992 Kay Buesing of the World Kite Museum called Brooks and asked for suggestions for someone to teach a KAP workshop. The person needed to be knowledgeable in KAP, and Brooks couldn’t find anyone on the West Coast, so offered to
do it himself. He taught the course with just six participants, and each attendee
built a KAP rig to take pictures. The KAP rig used a wood-based design, a dethermalizing timer to trip the shutter (same as used on model airplanes) and a throwaway cardboard box camera. One shot only, with film. Each attendee received
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precut wooden parts and assembled the KAP rig during the
workshop, going from parts to pictures in four hours.
Dave Town had also introduced Brooks to the Kite Aerial
Photography Worldwide Association (KAPWA) located in Belgium. When KAPWA ended its publication in 1993, Brooks and
others felt the vacuum and the need to keep a KAP publication going. Brooks had discovered the names of a few other
Americans who were active members in KAPWA and reached
out to them. Steve Eisenhauer was one of these individuals,
and he shared the desire to pick up where KAPWA News had
left off. Steve became the publisher and Brooks became the
editor of the new KAP publication, to be called the aerial eye.
Together they got the first issue out in Fall 1994, just before
Brooks retired as AKA Executive Director. The AKA Board agreed
to sponsor the publication, and the mailing list grew to over
300, with content supplied by the readers themselves. The last
edition was issued in the summer of 1999, when, according to
Brooks, “everyone ran out of steam.”
During the period when the aerial eye was published
Brooks received requests for custom KAP rigs and special
requests for aerial photos. One such request came from a subscriber who was building a flight simulator and needed realistic
ground textures. Brooks built a rig for the man, and they chatted inconclusively about producing rigs commercially.
The DC kite community asked for a workshop in the Air and
Space Museum in 1995. Craig Wilson joined with Brooks and did
a joint workshop. Rodney Thomsen from Redding, CA, built 20
wooden kits (Rodney’s Wooden Wonder) for the workshop. A
total of five people attended and there were 15 kits left over,
which were sold quickly through a listing in Kiting. Interest in
KAP continued to rise. Similar workshops started at kitemaker
retreats, all using the basic single-shot wooden KAP rigs.
The 1999 Fort Worden Kitemakers’ Conference saw another jump in innovation and marketing. Ken Conrad wanted a
radio-controlled KAP kit. Brooks thought this was impossible —
too expensive and not enough time to assemble the parts in a
typical conference session — but with his back against the wall
proved himself wrong. The popular bent aluminum BBKK (double U design) KAP
rig was born. Two
4-hour sessions of
10 kitefliers each
were held and
each participant
went home with
smiles and a new
radio-controlled
rig, all for $75.
In the next
years, Brooks
manufactured 100
KAP kits by hand,
including drilling,
cutting and bending. Outsourcing
to a fabricator
lowered the rig’s
weight, and the
next 100 kits
sold out in nine
months.
The Internet
brought Brooks’
website to life in

2005. Brooks and Peter Bults of the Netherlands agreed to collaborate on marketing brooxes KAP kits. Peter suggested that
Brooks establish a website called brooxes.com, while he would
set up KAPshop.com, and early in 2005 both sites began operation. Both shared innovations in KAP and added them to the
KAP product lines as they came along, including the many electronic controllers of James Gentles. James, Peter, and Brooks
grew their businesses together, and Brooks believes none of
them would have been as successful without the others. True
synergy to the benefit of many KAPers.
Peter and Brooks collaborated in dividing the market.
Brooks would sell brooxes kits to the Americas and Peter to the
rest of the world. Close collaboration and shared manufacturing cost help grow the KAP rig business, and over 3000 KAP kits
have been sold since the introduction in 1999. Over the years
Brooks has developed seven different models of KAP kits. Custom purpose-built KAP rigs include stereo rigs and heavy rigs
for the Canon 5D DSLR.
Brooks coordinated three “KAP in California” conferences
(KAPiCA) in Pacific Grove, hosting about 130 photographers.
He celebrated his 70th birthday during KAPiCA/2002. The
amount of effort required to host a KAPiCA event was overwhelming and by 2006, Brooks was ready to say “never again.”
On the kite side of the KAP business Brooks collaborated
with Australian Michael Andersen in 2007, when Michael posted
a message to the KAP Forum regarding his new kite, which he
had created based on another hand-built kite he had seen at a
festival. It had the shape and light wind performance of a traditional Flare, but with the two-leg bridle of a Sled, and those
features appealed to Brooks because other more complicated
bridling systems had been troublesome for some of his customers. The kite was a strong lifter in light air, easy to assemble,
and required no tuning to fly well. He was intrigued, and asked
Michael if he minded if he tried to develop the kite. Michael
agreed, and after a few months of experimentation, the Fled
was born. It is now manufactured commercially by Gomberg
Kites, and plans have been widely distributed and used around
the world.
Brooks recently retired for a third time and sold his KAP
retail business and brooxes.com online presence to Ken Conrad
of Great Winds Kites in Seattle in January 2013. The KAP tradition continues in new hands.
Brooks claims his greatest satisfaction has been introducing kite aerial photography to many people. Fly high Brooks! k
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Asian Kite Quest: Karaoke,
Cops, Caves, And Cakes by Ron Despojado
I

always tell people that I feel very fortunate to travel to parts of the world and
fly kites. My recent trip to Asia actually
began about five years ago, when I travelled to the Philippines to visit family.
The Philippine Hot Air Balloon Fiesta was
happening while I was there. The Fiesta
included a small demonstration of kites.
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I contacted the President of the Kite Association of Philippines, Orlando Ongkingco, and he arranged for me to do a
performance at the Fiesta, as well as be
a guest of their organization. The next
year I again traveled to the Philippines
and was invited to the Pasir Gudang
International Kite Festival in Malaysia.
Pasur Gudang traditionally was the weekend after the Philippine Hot Air Balloon
Fiesta. It’s become an
annual trip the past
four years. Unfortunately this year
the Malaysian event
coincided with the
Philippine event, so I
had to make a tough
choice. To make the
decision even harder, I
received an invitation
to the Satun International Kite Festival in

Thailand that was planned the following
weekend. The offer preferred that I had
to accept both Pasur Gudang and Satun,
since the festivals were being planned
in conjunction with each other. What
should I do? The answer: attend them
all, sort of. I accepted the Pasur Gudang
and Satun invitation since I had never
been to Thailand, and planned to stop in
the Philippines at the start and finish of
my trip.
I arrived in the Philippines mid
February and met with my kiting friends.
While there I had very limited opportunity to fly any kites. I met a fellow
American kiter, Tom Bush, whom I had
only connected with through Facebook.
Originally from Texas, Tom now spends
most of his time in the Philippines. I
only had three days there, and soon I
had to board an early morning plane to
Singapore. As my plane was taking off, I
could see the hot air balloons inflating at
daybreak since the Hot Air Balloon Fiesta

was at a nearby airport. It was a little
sad to know I would miss that event.
After landing in Singapore, then taking a shuttle to Pasir Gudang, I finally got
to break out my kites. The event is held
at a very large grassy field. However the
huge inflatable kites quickly take up the
real estate. Invited guests came from
mostly Asia, though several were from
Europe. From the USA there was the
extremely talented kitemaker George
Peters, and myself... sort of. Since
my family is originally from the Philippines, and I was born and raised in the
USA, my country of origin is sometimes
switched to inflate the number of invited
countries. I have been flying a custom
Revolution that has the Philippine flag on
one side, and the American flag on the
other side. For them to have one invitee
potentially represent two countries was
a benefit. The large inflatable kites take
up most of the sky. Sport kites are small
in numbers, but still a visible component. There is usually an invited sport
kite team, this time a dual-line team
from China, quad-line team from Japan,
as well as a few solo fliers. Quad-line
megaflies seem to sprout up on their own
as someone started flying, then another
flyer joined right in, and so forth. Sometimes there is a language barrier, but the
flying goes on.
A lot of the enjoyment at kite festivals is what happens off the kite field.
The organizers plan a lot of activities in
the evening after dinner for the invitees.
There is always some cultural dancing
which eventually members of the audience are pulled onstage to join in. The
dance steps they were doing looked a
lot like the Electric Slide, which I can’t
seem to get the hang of. As they started
do those familiar back-and forth, sideto-side steps I quickly exited the stage.
Of course there was a karaoke machine.
One of my friends from Malaysia was onstage getting ready to sing, and I heard
those all too familiar opening guitar
chords to one of my favorite songs. To
make-up for my dancing exit, I couldn’t
resist joining him onstage and I grabbed
a microphone from the announcer. “On
a dark desert highway… cool wind in my
hair…warm smell of colitas… rising up
through the air….” I knew all the words,
but also knew I can’t sing to save my
life, or at least in the right key. Still, I
couldn’t leave since I already walked off
from the dance recital.
The next day was the formal opening ceremonies. This comes complete
with a visit from the Sultan of Johor!
For the fourth or fifth time I have been

there I was again
asked to perform
in front of the
Sultan. I again
felt very much
honored to do
so. The Sultan
arrived complete
with a motorcade, a parade
of young people
carrying flags
and banners,
and a number
of bodyguards.
There was ceremonial music,
again some
cultural dancing, and then the invocation. All this
was going on while I was nervously trying
to convince myself that yes, there is
enough wind to fly in front of everybody,
including the Sultan and his family. I was
standing behind all the invited guests
frantically and continuously testing
the wind. Soon within the stream of a
foreign language I did not understand
I hear “Ron Desperado USA!” My music started and the crowd cleared so
the Sultan could see me. The wind was
there! Then it wasn’t there. After some
fancy footwork and an aborted 360, they
faded out my music and I took a bow
towards the Sultan, breathing a sigh of
relief. At the close of the ceremonies,
the Sultan greeted a representative from
every country and gave a small gift. I’d
met him once in the past. He looked at
the USA sign I was standing behind, then
looked up and saw me. “You’re Ameri-

can?!” he asked. “Yes sir,” was my reply.
He said, “American Indian?”
Later in the day was the rokkaku
battle. This was held just a little differently than what I have seen in the past.
As usual the contestants launch their
kites and try to knock each other out
of the sky. But in this case there was a
remedy to ensure everyone gets involved
and no one just sits in the corner. As the
battle rages on, a rope encircles the contestants. Little by little the rope circle
gets tighter to where the ones left in
battle are shoulder to shoulder and fully
entangled in each other’s flying line. To
heighten the intensity they were playing
for money in addition to bragging rights.
That evening was the night fly and
competition. The field which held the
enormous variety of kites just a few
hours earlier was packed with local
spectators. All kinds of kites had a vast
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array of lights, most with some sequential pattern. I was asked to be one of the
judges. As I looked at the kites both on
the ground and in the sky, I felt it was
judging apples against oranges against
mangos. There was no consistency in any
display other than they were incredibly
beautiful. The kites in the night sky,
coupled with the packed field, were an
indescribable sight.
The day after the festival I met up
with a local retailer named Leong. He
had asked me earlier to give some Rev
lessons to him and members of his team,
and of course I would. We met at the
same field the festival was at, but this
time there was no evidence of a festival
ever happening there. The winds were
very light but we kept flying as best
we could. He shot videos and practiced
hands-on. Soon we decided to finish,
and Leong turned to me and said, “We
would like you to come over for dinner,
the seafood is very fresh.” I was very
humbled by this and gladly accepted.
We arrived at a teammate’s home, and
literally behind his house was a small
dock over the bay. Clams, crabs, and fish
were being caught right then and there.
From the bay to the dining table was
about 20 minutes. It was the best meal
I’ve ever eaten in Malaysia!
The next day we arrived in Thailand
for the Satun International Kite Festival.
Most of the Pasir Gudang foreign guests
were invited to this event as well. Again,
the organizers wanted to make sure the
guests enjoyed some of the local sights.
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One attraction we were told about
was their caves. We were brought to Pua
Pha Phet cave, sometimes called the
Diamond Cave. We climbed the mountain
for about 20 minutes before reaching the
entrance. Images of “Raiders of the Lost
Ark” ran through my head as we traversed narrow trails with nothing but a
sheer drop on one side, trees with exotic
lizards, birds, and bugs on them, and
tree vines that tickled your neck without
warning. The actual entrance into the
cave was very small. We had to get on
our hands and knees and crawl through
a small hole, so small that you could not

wear a backpack while attempting to enter. Once inside there were lights strategically placed as well as wooden bridges
spanning rough or inaccessible areas.
After about an hour we reached the end
of the cave. There was an opening in
the high cave ceiling that let in sunlight.
Someone brought out their small indoor
single line kite. He tried to fly it but was
just a little erratic. Then another made
an attempt, but again a little too jerky.
I asked to give it a try. Giving that little
kite a slight tug as the line floated out of
my grasp was just too much! I could have
played with that kite for hours. It glided
gracefully and responded to my gentle
tugs. This was pure indoor flying; I was
flying a kite in a cave! The section of the
cave we were in was bigger than a high
school gymnasium, so we could have had
an indoor competition there. I wanted to
dance along with that little kite a little
more, but soon it was time to go back.
The two minutes I had with the little kite
under my guidance was something I will
never forget.
The next day we were told of a
small island that only appears at low
tide, and that we could fly kites there.
It was sometimes called Miracle Island
because when the water is low it appears as if you’re walking on water. On
the way to Miracle Island we stopped at
another very small island with fisherman
and small huts. Many of us brought out
kites. I was eager to go to Miracle Island
so I was on the very first boat headed to
the island. About five minutes after we
left the fisherman’s island the sky in the
distance got very dark. Within minutes
dark skies were upon us, along with brisk

winds and rain. Without any discussion
we headed back to the mainland. In addition to the upcoming stormy weather
the sun was going down. I could see the
shoreline in the distance off my right
shoulder, but we were not headed directly there. Then I realized our captain
was trying to go with the current. Twice
during our return the engine shut down.
We were bouncing up and down at the
mercy of the waves. All the while the
captain was either pumping more gas
into the engine or pumping water out
of the engine. I don’t remember seeing
a radio onboard, and there were only
a few life preservers. We finally made
it back to shore and since the tide had
gone out, the steps we used to get on
the boat were now sitting higher than
the boat. We had to climb up the bow
of the boat and be pulled up to the first
steps. As you can imagine, we were so
happy to be back on land.
The next day was the first day of the
festival. The day was very hot, but due
to the weather from the previous night’s
boat adventure I had a sore throat and
sounded like Rod Stewart. But no matter what the weather or conditions, the
kiters put up their kites. Again colossal
colorful inflatables dominated the sky.
In addition there were some very large
spinning bols tethered down to heavy
construction equipment. The sport kites
were scattered here and there, but the
main center stage was allocated for
sport kite ballets since that was where
the crowd was. Again I did not understand the language but eventually I
heard “Ron Despado USA.” I flew impromptu which included playing with the
crowd. Then I flew a ballet performance.
Later in the afternoon I was invited to fly
in the dual-line megafly. I was handed an
old school TOTL North Shore Radical and
lined up with about ten other kites. We
took off and simply did a series of follows outlining the infinity symbol. After
a few minutes the leader would land and
the next kite would lead the pack. One
by one they dropped off until I was eventually leading. I took the group through
various other patterns that were a little
more creative until I was suggested to
land, though I didn’t want to.
The next day the weather seemed
even hotter, but it doesn’t really matter
when the temperature is that high. We
were invited to participate in a parade
celebrating the festival. There were
marching bands and dancers sprinkled
with a kiter here and there. After a few
blocks in the heat I was wondering how
long the parade was going to be. After a

while the parade
just dissolved
and we were
brought back to
the flying field.
Eventually
the wind died
and it was a
sad sight seeing
a spectrum of
colors spread out
over the flying
field. It looked
like a yard sale
of ripstop nylon.
The lack of wind
gave way to a
Ron Despojado and George Peters
deluge of rain.
We stayed in the
tents and had to create little rivers in
They set it up so that I flew my Revoluthe dirt to steer the water away from
tion near Manila Bay. After a few interour kites under the tents. Later in the
views and “B” roll footage I set up to
evening I was surprised with a small
fly. I launched my kite, did a few quick
birthday cake and a chorus of “Happy
maneuvers and landed. Right away a
Birthday.” It was quite a special event.
security guard told us we could not fly
I had never spent a birthday at a kite
there because of the potential danger
festival, nor spent it in a foreign country. to pedestrians. First I thought, there
Now I had both! Again a night fly was
were hardly any pedestrians. My second
held at the kite field, and again it was a
thought was, Doesn’t he know what I can
surreal experience. There is something
do with this kite? We stopped, but as his
about sitting out on a warm night and
back was turned while tending another
listening to music while kites complete
security issue we hit the sky again,
with LED lights waver in the night sky.
keeping an eye out for the guard. The
The final day we saw more of the
last thing I wanted was for him to take
same. Though weather was consistently
away my kite. The show was an enterhot and humid, we were always on the
tainment feature on a show similar to 60
field putting our kites up. Someone once
Minutes. I boarded a plane that evening
asked me how can I fly kites in such unand headed back home. I’d traveled to
comfortable weather. My reply was “this
four countries and participated in three
is what I do, this is why they invited me
kite events. After 19 days I was ready to
here.” My feeling is they think highly
sleep in my own bed. Was I burned out
enough of me to bring me to their feson traveling and kiting? I didn’t have
tival, I am going to fulfill their expectatime to think about that as I was schedtions of me. It’s not an obligation, it’s an uled to attend Kite Party XI in Huntinghonor.
ton Beach the next weekend. This is
On the way home, my destination
what I do. k
was again the
Philippines. I
again met up
with Orlando
from the Kite
Association of
the Philippines.
He mentioned
to me he was
contacted by
one of the
television
networks for a
story on kiting.
He arranged
it so that I
would be part
of the feature.
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North American
Buggy Expo
Ivanpah , CA

April 2 - 6, 2013

photos by Lori Robinson

Corey Jensen

Ron Gibian
José Sainz
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Waking The Dragon

Flight in The Time of Bird Flu

by Phil Broder

T

he world’s most populous nation. The birthplace of the kite (maybe). The opposite side of the planet. Two weeks on the road
with my father. As my 12-year-old nephew sagely said, “Adventure and disaster... there’s not much difference between them.”
With the Weifang International Kite Festival celebrating its 30th anniversary, the Beijing Kite Flying Association decided to
have a festival of its own. Kiters came from across the globe — Brazil, Australia, most of the European Union, Ukraine, the southern rim of Asia from India to Japan — and 14 Chinese provinces for the two events, with plenty of sightseeing mixed in. Joining
me on Team AKA was Barbara Meyer and my father, Eugene; Jim and An Gates joined us later on in Weifang.
Some Things Know No Borders
We arrived a few days early in Beijing, meeting up with my friend
Melissa Jannson-Boyer, who teaches history to teenagers at Beijing
Normal University. The students were studying the civil rights movement, and my father — who had marched with Martin Luther King Jr.
and come under gunfire during the Detroit Riots — wasted no time
telling the students how it really was. Barbara led a kitemaking workshop. A favorite artistic technique: find some artwork on your iPhone,
then draw it onto the sail. With sled kites in hand, the kids ran out to
the basketball courts, launched the kites... and within seconds the first
one was in a tree. Kite-eating trees recognize no national boundaries.
But Melissa said that it was the first time
she’d seen the kids smile in months, as they
shed the stress of their upcoming university
entrance exams.
Almost Like New York
Beijing is really a lot like New York City. People crowd into subway trains, traffic clogs the
streets, street vendors hawk souvenirs outside tourist attractions, and getting a cab can take a while.
On the other hand, there are no trucks on the street. Even garbage is picked up by bicycle. Gas stations are few and far between. You can have any kind of soda you want, so long as it’s Coke. Electricity is pay as you go, so if the lights go out, take your credit card to the meter outside and buy some
more power. Smoking is allowed directly beneath “No Smoking” signs. The street market has every
kind of vegerable, legume, and crates of eggs, as well as live fish flopping in buckets, waiting to be
filleted when you buy them. There’s no such thing as handicap accessibility; many doorways feature
a high step because ghosts can only glide, and can’t hop over steps to get into your house. And my
phone’s Air Quality Index app tells me that what I’m inhaling isn’t quite chewable, but definitely
ranges from “moderately unhealthy” to “hazardous.”
Eugene Broder and
“Babala” Meyer
A Kiter’s Festival

The Beijing Kite Festival, in suburban Tongzhou, is on a Monday and Tuesday, ensuring that
there are few spectators and plenty of interaction between kiters of all nationalities. In a park
alongside the Grand Canal (which holds no water, but don’t ask questions), we launch every type
of kite imaginable. Chinese dragons and eagles take to the air beside high aspect rollers, rokkakus,
inflatables and buzzing dual-line sport kites. Barbara
Team AKA with the students at
takes a lesson in flying bird kites, while a swarm of ChiBeijing Normal University.
nese kitemakers closely examine the plastic dihedrals
on my Agent P. The level of artistry in some of the Chinese kites is staggering: the flame in a lantern-shaped
kite flickers, other kites are covered with dozens of
small wooden whistles, and tiny birds and butterflies
flitter from small reels just overhead. The festival is
run under the stern gaze of BKFA President Mrs. Xu Rong
Zhen, and it goes smoothly, other than a minor change
in the lunch menu caused by bird flu precautions.
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Great Wall? Well, It’s A
Pretty Good Wall...
Finished flying in Beijing, the international and
out-of-town Chinese kiters
visit the Great Wall and the
Summer Palace. The Great
Wall is amazing, although
in America it would have a
tram car to take tourists to
the top, bypassing all the
Phil and Barbara present kites to Mrs. Xu and the
uneven stone stairs. KarlBeijing festival organizers.
Ulrich Körtel of Germany
tried to launch a delta atop
the Wall, and the swirling winds repeatedly slam it back into the rock. The Summer Palace
is a casual lakeside vacation cottage, just the sort of place you’d want if you were married
to a high-maintenance Empress and had to bring 5000 servants and court followers with you
for the summer. We also have a free day, so we take the subway to Tiananmen Square, go
through the Forbidden City, and visit the pandas at the Beijing Zoo.

Eugene greets the day on
the night train to Weifang.

“Donkey Is Delicious”
Who’d have thought that all we’d find to eat in China would be Chinese food? For the most part the food was good, with a
variety of noodles, dumplings, vegetables, meats, and rice. Near Beijing’s Lama Temple, we ate at a dumpling restaurant that
was out of this world. The mushroom and mutton dumplings were delicious. A week after we returned to America, the Chinese
government arrested more than 900 people, part of a ring that was passing off rat
Sweden’s Andreas Ågren
meat as mutton. Sometimes we weren’t sure what we were eating, but as our translator Jing Jing told us, “Donkey is delicious!” Of course, we soon discovered that corner
stores had Snickers and ice cream bars, and that it
was possible to sneak off to KFC and Pizza Hut when
nobody was looking.
The Night Train
Traveling from Beijing to Weifang, in coastal
Shandong Province, meant taking the K411 sleeper
train. The bus from the hotel was late, and then it
dropped us off ½ mile from the train station. We
raced through crowds of people, hauling huge kite
bags, suitcases, and — in the case of the Indonesians
— a baby, went through security checks and ticket
queues and up and down stairs before arriving at the
platform, with minutes to spare. Each train car holds 66 passengers, in narrow bunks stacked
three high. With luggage crammed under the bunks and into the overhead rack, we fell asleep
as the lights went out and the train rolled eastward into the night. Eight hours later we watch
farms and Buddha statues pass by, before we reach the apartment buildings of China’s fifth
Barbara, Germany’s Bernhard largest city. The train only stops for two minutes, so we had our bags ready and rushed off to
Dingwerth, and Chairman Mao meet our Weifang translators.
outside the Forbidden City.
Six Simple Words
Karl-Ulrich Körtel readies Rudi for flight atop
My Chinese vocabulary is pretty basic. Hello (ni hau), how
the Great Wall (follow all of Rudi’s travels at
are you (ni hau ma), thank you (shie shie), yes (dway), no (boo), www.raberudi.com).
and beer (pejo) seem to cover most situations. Luckily, most
menus featured pictures. And our Chinese hosts provided translators. In Weifang, these were students who received nothing
but free meals and a chance to practice their language skills.
One translator is a teacher, and invites me and Polish KAPper
Wieslaw Gwizdala to visit her school. At first our presentation
goes smoothly. Then the students begin to shower us with gifts,
ranging from lovely miniature kites to stuffed animals to bags of
peanuts. Finally, they descend like vultures, demanding autographs. I’m signing as fast as I can when I look over at Wieslaw.
They’ve cornered him, his back is to the wall, and the look of
sheer panic in his eyes transcends language. I pull him free and
we make a break for it, telling the kids they’ll have to find us on
the field to get autographs.
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Where’s Al Roker When You Need Him?
When we get to Weifang the weather seems
lovely. We’re wearing only light jackets when a group
of us heads cross-town to the Kite Museum. A few hours
later, laden with bags of miniature birds and dragons
and books from the gift shop, we’re still basking in
sunshine. The forecast calls for snow, but that can’t be
right, can it? Saturday morning dawns cold and grey,
and by the time our buses arrive at the sports park it’s
snowing hard. The snow is ankle deep when we reach
our waterlogged tent, after passing through a line of
uniformed policemen ringing the field. An hour later,
someone thinks to bring them ponchos, which better allows them to do their job: holding the
ropes up to let spectators walk onto the field. By the afternoon the snow is mostly melted,
but it still lingers on in memory.
The Opening
If you saw the start of the Beijing Olympics, you know the Chinese don’t do small
opening shows. Thousands of spectators are in front of the massive stage when an explosion
of colored smoke kicks off the festivities. Soon the stage is covered with parasol-twirling
New Zealand’s Peter Lynn has
dancers, kung fu-kicking martial artists, dancing dragons, singing children, and most of the
a Kites On Ice flashback.
chorus from the Beijing Opera. Kites fly in the background as the show goes on for more than
an hour. Then suddenly it’s over, the performers are scrambling to put on parkas, and we
walk back through the snow to find our kites.
A Prize For Everything
Weifang has competitions for nearly every type of kite. The Brazilians do well on
the fighter field, and Jim Gates unveils a delicate kite of his own making for the traditional kites division. Sport kite teams go head to head on their own field. Dutch judge
Hans Jensen op de Haar says, “The teams are good in practice, but fold in the competition. They need seasoning.” On Sunday afternoon the competition for longest kite
begins. Teams launch trains, reaching into huge boxes to add more kites to the line,
sending them so far into the distance that they disappear. Judges with binoculars take
measurements, and decide that the winner is half a kilometer long. This is a disappointment for those aware that the record is a full eight kilometers.
The Copycat Problem
A couple American kiters asked me not to take their kites on this trip, for fear that
they’d be copied. It’s hard to tell what’s legitimate and what isn’t anymore. It’s quite
possible that someone is right now producing a Perry the Platypus kite based on mine,
but I’ll leave that headache to Disney’s lawyers. I didn’t see anyone trying to sneak
pictures of kites, but then again, nearly everyone had a camera and was snapping
away. And everywhere we went, we saw plenty of fake Levi’s, Rolexes, and other name
brands. Chinese culture simply doesn’t have a concept of intellectual property rights,
and trying to apply our legal system to their culture is probably doomed to fail. It’s
unfortunate, but it’s happening.
Some of the opening ceremony’s cast of thousands.
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Elsewhere In The Sky
Over the course of three days, every type of kite you can
imagine appears overhead. Peter Lynn has dug up some old
inflatables that he claims he hasn’t flown since the first Weifang
festival. France’s Michel Gressier reveals his latest hand-painted
beauties. Germany’s Bernhard Dingwerth launches a giant inflatable butterfly, which is soon overshadowed by a monstrous
octopus. Austria’s Helmut Georgi and the Netherlands’ Maarten
Van Hienen add arches and patchwork designs to the chaos.
The Indians tend a giant inflatable in their national colors, as
Switzerland’s Olivier Reymond sends genkis aloft. Complicating
everything are the thousands of spectators on the field. They
meander about, taking photos, tugging at the strings of anchored
kites, asking to have their picture taken with you. Vendors on the
opposite side of the field sell kites, so the spectators also add to
the aerial entropy. Suprisingly, I see very few tangled lines, as the
Chinese seem adept at quickly unwrapping crossed strings.

Americans Everywhere
We often talk about China taking over the world, but if that
happens, it’ll be with the help of Americans. We meet dozens of
Americans at Weifang. They’re mostly teachers, either just-out-ofcollege twenty-somethings who were looking for an adventure, or
older schoolteachers who just weren’t ready to retire. We talk to Utah
Mormons, snow-loving Midwesterners, and some of my fellow Alabamans, plus some Britons and Israelis too. Everyone takes a copy of Kiting, promises to send pictures for the next issue, and asks where they
should buy a kite once they’re back in the States.

Chinese night flying
technology is eyepopping.

Light Up The Night
Two night flies happen in a wide public square in central
Weifang. I’d learned my lesson in Beijing; the single strobe light I’d
bought for the occasion was laughably inadequate. Chinese kite clubs
launched huge kites with computerized light shows playing across
them. Bicyclists pedaled, birds flapped, and messages scrolled from
wingtip to wingtip in the sky. Music pulsed from a delta carrying four
large speakers, heavy batteries, and an iPod Nano. A team of Revs with
synchronized lights flew ballet routines for an adoring crowd, then
gave way to another team of dual-line fliers with pyrotechnics on their
kites. It was simply a stunning display of airborne battery
power, and a clear message that American nightflying techContestants in the
nology isn’t up to snuff.
longest kite competition
reach toward the heavens.
The Closing
If the opening ceremony was big, the closing is bigger. It’s at an industrial site 90 minutes outside the city, and
we’re told it’s the hottest ticket in town. Nearly every bigname Chinese entertainer performs, including the Chinese
version of the Spice Girls, the Tibetan Destiny’s Child, a
heroic-looking naval officer with a solid tenor voice, singers
who remind me of Paul Simon and Peter Gabriel, and a pair
of American talk show hosts who apparently are the Regis
and Kelly of the country. Giant video screens show the entire
spectacle to the huge audience, while up against the stage,
teenage military school students cheer lustily.
The next day we drive to Qingdao, to catch our
planes home. In two weeks, I’ve reconnected with kiters I
haven’t seen in twenty years, and made several new friends.
I’ve seen kitemaking techniques that I know are simply beyond my skill level, but also picked up ideas for things that I
want to try in my own style. I’ve eaten donkey (and maybe
rat), become proficient at navigating the Beijing subway system, and learned that in China traffic laws are really more
like suggestions.
From a kiting perspective, China is beginning to
emerge from the isolation of
the Mao regime. Traditional
The Chinese Spice Girls say goodbye to
kites are thriving — what
the kiters at the closing ceremony.
Chinese builders are doing
with bamboo and paper and
paint is simply amazing — but
modern techniques are beginning to creep in, with interesting results. And as they gain
experience with sport kites,
expect changes atop the final
standings at the World Cup.
The dragon is waking up, and
soon its shadow may fall over
us all. k
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Beijing Int’l Kite Fest
Tongzhou, China

April 15 - 16, 2013

30 Weifang Int’l Kite Fest
th

Dances With Dragons

Weifang, China

April 20 - 23, 2013

photos by Phil Broder

See more at https://picasaweb.google.com/117888000419961244202/China2013
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China’s Jon
Burkhardt

I
Anything can fly if
properly bridled.

Inside the Weifang
World Kite Museum
A

t 8100 m2, the Weifang World Kite Museum claims to be the
world’s largest. Inside you’ll find 1000 kites and another 300
related objects, pictures, writings, paintings, and replicas. Exhibits
delve into questions like the origin of the kite: a leaf on an Indonesian island, or a Chinese farmer’s hat tied to a string? The walls are
lined with exquisite bamboo-framed traditional kites shaped like
swallows, butterflies, and Chinese heroes. A gallery of modern kites
includes a half dozen Olivier Reymond kites, a variety of cellular
shapes, and a Tyvek rokkaku signed by some memorable figures
from American kiting. k

Was this the first kite?
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Or was it this?

This scene, on the side of
a vase, shows kites’ long
history in Chinese culture.

f the flowing gray hair isn’t enough of
a giveaway, the kites tell the story.
Beijing’s Li Ruo Xin is the Jon Burkhardt
of the Middle Kingdom. His kites take to
the sky with ease, but you also know that
they’d be equally comfortable on a gallery wall. He takes traditional designs like
birds and fish, makes small changes, and
produces something new,
spare and elegant.
The 72-year-old
retired tech worker began making kites in 1986.
Drawing primarily from his
imagination, he has made
40 different kites. Li works
in traditional materials like
bamboo and paper, but has
used modern fiberglass and
carbon on occasion.
At festivals, he pulls
out one kite after another,
launching birds, then fish,
a spinning yin-yang, then a
pirate skeleton. His phoenix
is designed so that each
tug on the line produces a
clacking noise. Other kiters
look on in wonder, waiting
to see what will take to the
air next. Li remains modest,
claiming to be not as good
an artist as other kitemakers, crediting good design
for his success. He maintains that his goal is just to
avoid shortcomings.
Next up for China’s modern master is a kite
based on Né Zhà, a girl from traditional Chinese
stories who often appears atop five wheels. If
anyone can make her fly, Li Ruo Xin can. k
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China’s Aerial Zoo
Bird Flew

W

e like to think that gliders are a new
thing in kiteflying, but the bird kites of
China belie that. Bamboo-framed hawks and
eagles swoop back and forth in light winds,
controlled by fliers spinning line in and out
on multi-spoked reels. As the kite flies away
from you, let line out... but not too quickly,
or it will foul the reel. Spin it back in, and
the bird changes direction and glides back
toward the flier. Some kitemakers, with a
background in model airplanes, have created mono- and biplane kites using carbon
framing and nylon paper. Barbara Meyer took
a lesson in bird flying at the Beijing Kite
Festival, and despite language differences
with her instructor, she soon figured out how
to keep the bird from nosediving. k
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General Store
The Kiteflier's Choice

We Give This Sign An F

Look closely in Weifang’s World Kite Museum, and you’ll
find signs like the one at right. They clearly understand that
kitefliers are a lot like fishermen; put two of us together
and you’ll need hip waders to get through the bull%#*@.

Travels With Babala

Ex-President Barbara Meyer — or as she’s better known
throughout China, “Babala” — thinks that because she’s no
longer President, she doesn’t have to worry about goofy
pictures of her appearing in the magazine. We beg to differ.
Believe us, we tried hard to get Babala
atop the camel for a photo, but the 50
yuan pricetag was just too steep.

Dozing off with e-mails
as the sleeper train
leaves Beijing Station.

Potty Humor

Kiting doesn't typically stoop to
the level of toilet jokes, but these
signs in Beijing were noteworthy.
If you're looking for a 4-star bathroom experience, the commodes
at the Forbidden City are still flush
with the glowing recommendation
received from tourism officials. And
with two words, the urinals at the
Beijing Zoo have not only gained a
place in the hearts of long-suffering
housewives everywhere, but also
summed up a philosophy well known
to time zone-hopping international
kite travelers.
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Handles, Bags,Shirts, Hats, Offical Badges & much
more online!
Go to
AKA.KITE.ORG/RESOURCES/STORES/GSTORE
for more information contact:
GSTORE@AKA.KITE.ORG

Don’t get lost in the fog!
Find your kiteflying info at

www.kite.org.
Morro Bay by George Halpin

